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Briefs 
Weather 
Cloudy and cooler: 
Today, cloudy and cooler 
with a chance of showers 
early. High in the upper 40s. 
Northwest winds 5 to 10 
mph. Chance of rain SO per- 
cent. Tonight, decreasing 
cloudiness. Low around 30. 
Inside the News 
Feeling Frazzled?: 
Take a look at how the 
stress of college I ife can 
take its toll on students. But 
there is hope - Are U 
Stressed Week is bringing 
calming activities to cam- 
pus. 
Outside campus 
Who needs coupons?: 
The Society of Profes- 
sional Journalists BGSU 
chapter continues Its 
"Laundry Basket o' Grocer- 
ies" raffle until Friday, Oct. 
29. 
Tickets for almost $70 
worth of groceries are 
available inside the main en- 
trance of West Hall. The 
groceries are on display in- 
side the Union in a Universi- 
ty Activities Organization 
display case. 
SPJ is a national profes- 
sional oorganization of print 
and broadcast journalists 
that also has campus chap- 
ters nationwide. 
Tickets cost $1 each or $5 
for seven chances. 
Just say 'drool': 
PIERRE, S.D. - A Ted Nu- 
gent tip: Drugs lead to drool- 
ing. 
The rocker took time out 
from a hunting trip to tell 
schoolchildren that drugs 
aren't cool. 
"Drugs make people 
drool," he said Friday dur- 
ing his visit to Jefferson El- 
ementary School. "Drooling 
isn't cool." 
Nugent, an avid hunter, 
lives in Colorado while not 
touring with his band the 
Damn Yankees. He told the 
students he doesn't allow al- 
cohol or drugs at his hunting 
camps. 
Although Nugent's solo 
career in the 1970s would be 
more memorable to their 
parents, the students were 
impressed with him. 
"Well, he's got really long 
hair and a ponytail and he 
plays the guitar really, real- 
ly loud," one youngster said. 
"And he doesn't drool." 
Try, try again. And again. 
And...: 
About 16,000 high school 
seniors are trying for the 
seventh time to pass the 
state's required ninth-grade 
proficiency test. 
The four-day test began 
Monday in schools across 
the state. Students must 
pass all four parts ~ math, 
citizenship, reading and 
writing -- to graduate. 
Students will also get op- 
portunities in March and 
May to pass, but officials es- 
timate that 5,000 students 
will not do so in time to 
graduate this spring. 
This is the first class fac- 
ing the requirement. 
Some districts said they 
did not realize that the state 
would enforce the require- 
ment, and tried to issue their 
own certificates of gradua- 
tion for those who prepared 
for the tests but failed. 
But State Schools Superin- 
tendent Ted Sanders re- 
jected the idea. 
Compiled from stuff and 
wire reports.  ■ 
Health care savings overestimated 
by Christopher Connell 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - President Clinton's 
health reform proposal will fall $30 bil- 
lion short of the budget savings predic- 
ted earlier, an administration official 
said Tuesday as the White House readied 
the plan for delivery to Congress. 
The president and Hillary Rodham 
Clinton were due to bring the 1,600-page 
bill to Congress in person Wednesday in a 
ceremony in Statuary Hall. 
Clinton has areued that without a sharp 
slowdown in health inflation, the federal 
deficit would spiral back up later in this 
decade. His economic advisers had 
vowed to sacrifice further deficit reduc- 
tion before raising taxes any more for 
health reform. 
In the original draft, Clinton's health 
plan would have lowered the deficit by 
$91 billion between now and the year 
2000. 
Dr. Philip R. Lee, the assistant secre- 
tary for health, told a medical educators' 
meeting the deficit reduction figure now 
is "around $60 billion." 
Other administration officials said the 
revised plan will offer discounted cover- 
age to some small businesses with as 
many as 75 workers. The cutoff had been 
50 workers in the original plan. 
And a government takeover of em- 
ployers' costs of providing health bene- 
fits for early retirees ages 55 to 64 will be 
phased in slowly between 1998 and 2001, 
said the officials, who spoke on condition 
of anonymity. 
The White House has backed down 
from an ambitious goal to reserve half of 
all residencies for doctors training in 
primary care within five years. 
Instead, it would set a goal of having 55 
percent of the residents in primary care 
by the year 2002. Seventy percent of the 
625,000 U.S. doctors now are specialists. 
Clinton said Tuesday he was not willing 
to water down his health reform plan in 
the face of criticism from the National 
Association of Manufacturers that he 
was promising Americans too much. 
"Most manufacturers are going to save 
money on this. If they want to look a gift 
horse in the mouth, that can be their de- 
cision," the president said. 
Leon Panetta, the White House budget 
See Health Care, page five. 
The BC Ncwi/CUp Crier Professors 
awarded for 
excellence 
by Courtney Gangemi 
administration reporter 
The Thinker 
A construction worker take* a break from working on Eppler Hall on Tuesday afternoon. The worker 
drew a small crowd and received a round of applause. 
The University awarded four 
professors with three of its 
highest awards Tuesday night 
for excellence in teaching and 
research. 
During the 1993 Faculty Rec- 
ognition Dinner, W. Robert Mid- 
den of the chemistry was award- 
ed the Master Teacher Award. 
Ryan Tweney of psychology de- 
partment received the Olscamp 
Research Award, and Raj A. 
Padmaraj of finance and Ellen 
Williams of special education 
shared the Faculty Service A- 
ward. 
All recipients of the awards 
received a plaque and a $1000 
prize. Williams and Padmaraj di- 
vided the prize. 
The Master Teacher Award 
recognizes excellence in teach- 
ing and is presented annually by 
the Undergraduate Alumni Asso- 
ciation. Recipients are nomi- 
nated by students and chosen by 
an alumni student committee. 
Midden joined the University 
staff in 1987 and has been nomi- 
nated for the award five times, 
according to Clark. She said he 
has a reputation for being able to 
present scientific theories in an 
understandable form. 
"I encounter many students 
who doubt their ability to learn 
chemistry," Midden said. "Oneof 
my greatest thrills is when I can 
convince such students that their 
doubts are unfounded. Every 
student can learn and enjoy 
learning." 
Tweney received the Olscamp 
Research Award because of his 
research on the life and works of 
Michael Faraday, a 19th century 
scientist noted for his contribu- 
tions to the scientific method. 
"The award is given annually 
to a faculty member for out- 
standing scholarly or creative 
accomplishments during the 
previous three-year period," said 
Clark. In the past three years, 
Tweney has co-edited books, lec- 
tured in the United States and 
abroad and published over 15 ar- 
ticles, Clark said. 
"Tweney's work has had signif- 
icant impact," she said. 
The co-winners of the Faculty 
Service Award were recognized 
for their service to the Universi- 
ty. 
"There were 10 nominees for 
the award, and all had impressive 
credentials," said Benjamin 
Muego, chair of the faculty sen- 
ate. "We settled on two who were 
equally deserving of the award." 
Williams is a member of the 
United Health Services Board 
Executive Committee and is a 
board member of the Autistic So- 
ciety of Ohio, the Toledo Society 
for Autistic Children and the 
Sunshine Children's Home. Pad- 
maraj joined the University in 
1974 and has been active in Fac- 
ulty Senate committees. 
In addition to authoring many 
articles, writing an instructors' 
manual and two supplementary 
textbooks, Padmaraj is currently 
the chair of the senate's commit- 
tee on committees. He is also a 
member of the Senate Executive 
Committee. 
Ninety-two faculty members 
were recognized at the dinner for 
having completed milestone 
periods of service to the Univer- 
sity. The University also recog- 
nized 35 retiring faculty mem- 
bers. 
Debate focuses Local beverage store robbed 
Of! StUClOnt ISSU6S ^ree suspects allegedly raid drive-through at gunpoint 
byTaraStubbs 
general assignment reporter 
Redistricting, street repair and 
city-student communication 
were the hot topics in Ward One 
candidates' final debate Tuesday 
night 
Republican candidate Todd 
Kleismit, Democratic candidate 
Todd Wesseler and Independent 
candidate Sam Melendez 
differed on methods and plans 
for improvements but said they 
shared common goals. 
Kleismit said that his goals are 
to bring students and other city 
residents together and bring 
long-term direction to the city 
council. 
Wesseler also advocated better 
city-University communication, 
but said redist rict ing the city and 
repairing streets should be top 
priorities. 
Melendez said that his primary 
Debate 
heats up 
See 
page four 
by Joe Peltier 
police reporter 
goals are redistricting the city 
and developing rejuvenating 
support for a landlord-tenant re- 
lations committee. 
All three candiates said they 
support a Supreme Court action 
against the city asking it to re- 
draw Its ward maps. The current 
ward map puts about 47 percent 
of the city's population in one of 
four wards, the one containing 
the University. 
Having such a large percent of 
the population located In one 
ward effects the way students 
are governed, Melendez said. 
See Debate, page five. 
A pregnant woman was robbed at gunpoint by 
three men at a local beverage drive thru Monday. 
The Incident may be linked to a Toledo robbery, 
police said. 
According to the police report, three white males 
wearing skeleton masks entered the Bowling 
Green Beverage Center, 780 S. College Drive, at 
about 11:45 p.m. One of the men was reportedly 
carrying a rifle or a shotgun. 
Bowling Green Police Capt. Thomas Votava said 
there were several similarities between the Toledo 
robberies and Monday's Incident 
"The description of the persons and how they 
conducted themselves leads us to believe the same 
people committed the crime," Votava said. 
After the men took the money from the register, 
one of the suspects reportedly hit the woman 
across the face. 
Detective Sgt Brad Conner said police are 
checking several leads. 
One of the men was 6*0 to 6'2 and Is described as 
having bright blue eyes and a thin build. The other 
two men were described as S feet 9 Inches to S feet 
"The description of the persons and 
how they conducted themselves 
leads us to believe the same people 
[responsible for recent Toledo 
robberies]committed the crime." 
Capt. Thomas Votava, Bowling Green 
Police Division 
11 inches tall with an average build. 
All of the men were described as younger than 
21 and were all reportedly wearing dark shirts and 
dark pants. 
The Bowling Green Police Department is work- 
ing in conjunction with the Toledo Police Division 
and the FBI, Conner said. 
Votava said many of the people who steal from 
gas stations or convenient shops come off of Inter- 
state 75. 
"The fact that we're located on the I-7S corridor 
does sometimes cause us some problems," he said. 
Votava said if anyone is ever confronted with an 
armed robber he or she should do what the armed 
person wants. 
I » 
page two 
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TV censorship 
has gone too far 
Thanks to a wave of pressure urging MTV to 
rethink the "Beavis and Butt-head" show, the 
network has decided to air the program at a time less 
visible for children. 
The uproar began two weeks ago when 2-year-old 
Jessica Burk died in a trailer fire, believed to have 
been started by her 5-year-old brother Austin. Ac- 
cording to the boy's mother, the toddler started the 
blaze after becoming obsessed with the show, a pro- 
gram which features two troublemaking, pyroman- 
iac teenagers. 
As a result, MTV has deleted all future fire refer- 
ences from the show and moved it from its original 7 
p.m. time slot to the more adult-like 10:30 p.m. slot. 
Said an MTV spokeswoman: "We think the fire was 
an unbelievable, terrible tragedy. But we do not feel 
the program is responsible." 
We here at The News couldn't agree more with 
MTV - on both points. Yes the fire was a tragedy, but 
laying all of the blame on the network sounds a bit 
unfair. 
The decision to move the program back 3 1/2 
hours was a positive step by the network. There are 
aspects of the show which offend people and there 
are aspects of the show which may be a bit more than 
some children are ready to be exposed to. The time 
switch should alleviate some of this problem and it 
should keep the program geared towards the older 
audience it was originally intended for. 
Some people, including the boy's mother Darcy 
Burk, believe the network admitted their own guilt 
when they decided to delete references to fire from 
the show. Ms. Burk has even gone so far as to say she 
won't be satisfied until the program is taken off the 
air. 
While we believe the show should be aired at a 
later time to keep away young children, we also be- 
lieve the only person guilty is Ms. Burk -- for not con- 
trolling what her son watched on television. 
Demanding that the show be taken from the air 
falls dangerously close to a call for censorship, an 
idea which we strongly oppose. Sure the program 
may bother some people, but for others, it offers 
large doses of stupid humor at which to kick back 
and relax with. Asking for more suitable viewing 
hours is fine. Demanding that it be removed takes 
away from our own right to choose. 
The bottom line is that the responsibility lies with 
the parent. MTV and the creators of "Beavis and 
Butt-head" have the right to air their program be- 
cause of the country we live in. Taking away from 
our right to choose and their right to be artistic is just plain wrong. Besides, one cure-all that takes 
care of all bad television programming is still avail- 
able to us all -- the power switch. 
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Respond ;  
Signed letters or columns express the 
beliefs of the individual and in no way 
represent the opinions of The BG News. 
All readers are encouraged to express their 
opinions through letters to the editor and 
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300 
words, typed, and contain the writer's 
telephone number, address, class rank, 
and major. 
Send all submissions to: The BG News, 210 
West Hall. 
Susifefc 
Ideology determines issues 
You often hear about people talk about be- 
ing "liberal" or "conservative." Quite fran- 
kly, though, many of them don't have much 
idea of what this means. I think that most 
people pick which side they agree with on 
most major issues and then decide if they 
consider themselves to be conservative or 
liberal. There's nothing wrong with this, but 
people should really understand more of the 
philosophy behind their chosen ideology. 
Part of the problem is the various defini- 
tions that these words have in different uses. 
My favorite example is the term "liberal ed- 
ucation." It only means the type of learning 
where many ideas are freely considered be- 
fore an opinion is formed. 
Every once in a while, though, some dis- 
gruntled conservative will gripe about all 
the "liberal education" going on and that we 
should have some "conservative education" 
too, gosh darn it. I always wonder if they 
would prefer that only one idea be studied 
for each controversial topic. Scary but true, 
the answer is probably yes. 
The term liberal has a very different 
meaning in the political rather than the edu- 
cational sense. To understand it a little bit 
better, it is important to know a little bit of 
the historical background. Actually, know- 
ing a whole lot of the historical background 
would be better, but that would require a 
whole lot of research on the part of the col- 
umnist, so we'll just have to make do. 
Liberalism began to develop during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when 
monarchies began to be thrown off in Amer- 
ica and Europe. The actors who caused these 
changes to happen developed the early ideas 
that became liberalism. The fundamental 
core of this set of ideas was a belief in the 
value of the individual, and the freedom of 
f% 
"    ^ 
Jacklhle 
the individual. 
From this principal core came the follow- 
ing ideas of freedom of press, speech, relig- 
ion, and freedom of the marketplace. Gen- 
erally speaking, the Individual was thought 
to be morally decent enough to make most 
decisions for themselves, unless they were 
harming others. 
This early, or "classic," liberalism also 
strongly advocated free market economics, 
hence the laissez-faire years of the 
nineteenth century. The massive social ine- 
qualities that resulted from this period of 
industrialization caused liberalism to 
change. 
The "modern" form of liberalism there- 
fore values economic equality over un- 
restrained capitalism. This is shown in the 
early anti-trust laws, the New Deal social 
programs, and continues today in the form 
of state-controlled medical coverage. 
Conservatism probably developed directly 
after somebody first tried to change any- 
thing. The word literally comes from the 
concept of saving, or "conserving" that 
which is good. Hence, conservatism has al- 
ways been adapting to whatever the ideology 
of change at the moment happens to be. 
Fundamentally, conservatism places less 
value on individuality. Its roots placed value 
on tradition for tradition's sake and also val- 
ued social structure, even if it included ine- 
quality. People were felt to have their role in 
sociey, and changing their economic position 
could produce disorder. Conservatives have 
also been opposed to the concept of social 
pluralism, believing that this is a cause of 
disorder. 
Modern conservatism is not quite as dra- 
conion as in the nineteenth century, but the 
roots of conservatism still lie in preserving 
order. The underlying philosophy of conser- 
vatism is a belief that humans are unperfec- 
table, and must be "forced" into getting 
along by the authority of government. 
In America today, these roots combine 
with the goal to return to a less regulated ec- 
onomic system, an idea that ironically ori- 
ginated with the early liberals. This is basi- 
cally the Republican party today: less eco- 
nomic regulation and a return to the more 
"moral" form of personal lifestyles that 
people (supposedly) lived during the sixties. 
The interesting thing about all of this is 
that even the Republican party didn't call it- 
self conservative until the 1960s, when lib- 
eralism probably reached its peak. The term 
"conservative" is not simultaneous with the 
Republicans. As I have tried to show through 
thumbnail sketches of ideological history, 
conservatism doesn't have the most glorious 
past. It was often the glossed-up justification 
for preserving authoritarian monarchs. 
Liberalism in its original form, however, 
was the dominant philosophy of the framers 
of our Constitution. It shouldn't be a dirty 
word for tax-and-spend. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Decisions reflect 
poor judgement 
The BG News: 
With the recent acquittal of the 
rioters that beat Reginald Denny 
another injustice has occured in 
this country. Ever since the beat- 
ing of Rodney King there has 
been one injustice after another. 
As I see it, four injustices have 
taken place as a result of Kings 
beating. This first was the 
travesty of justice that occured 
in March of 1991. Mr. King was 
beaten severely and his every 
right as an American and as a 
human being was taken away. 
Jared Farley, in his letter to the 
editor last week, says that the 
officers were "completely cor- 
rect" in what they did. Were you 
watching the same tape I was Mr. 
Farley? You say he tried to lunge 
at the officers, well what would 
you do? What would you do if 
every right you had was being 
taken away just because of your 
color? 
Mr. King was treated like a 
dog, and a dog can do nothing but 
try and get away. I don't need to 
see more than two minutes of a 
man being beaten to see an injus- 
tice. 
As for King being high, Mr. 
Farley says there is no "scienti- 
fic doubt." The court found 
traces of drugs in his body, but 
whether or not King was high 
during the "arrest" was never 
proven. 
The second injustice came with 
the acquittal of the officers in- 
volved with the beatings. Those 
officers were guilty. The system 
failed us again. 
The third Injustice was the 
second trial of the officers. The 
Bill of Rights states that no one 
shall be tried for the same crime 
twice. Those officers took away 
King's civil rights, then the offi- 
cers themselves lost their civil 
rights. 
Some would say that this is 
fair, what goes around comes 
around. Any violation of civil 
rights is an injustice and each 
time it happens, our system suf- 
fers. 
The final injustice came from 
the acquittal of Williams and 
Watson, two men involved in the 
beating of Reginald Denny. They 
were acquitted because they just 
got caught up in the riots. 
Couldn't the same reasoning ex- 
cuse the officers? Didn't they 
just get caught up in the beating 
of Rodney King? Reginald Den- 
ny's life was viewed by those 
rioters as worthless, just as 
King's life meant nothing to 
those policemen. 
Our country has suffered all 
these injustices, hopefully we 
will be able to come out of this a 
little wiser. 
As Dr. Martin Luther King 
said, "The nonviolent man not 
only refuses to shoot his oppo- 
nent but he refuses to hate him." 
Jim Riehle 
Sophomore 
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Historian analyzes airpower in Gulf War 
by Michael Zawackl 
faculty reporter 
The United States and its allies won the Per- 
sian Gulf war. That's not in dispute. 
But more than two years after the allies cru- 
shed Saddam Hussein's military machine, histo- 
rians are still trying to figure out how they did 
it. 
In a lecture entitled "Air power in the Gulf 
War: An Historian's Perspective on a Contempo- 
rary Event," a military scholar presented his 
own theory about the victory to University stu- 
dents. 
Alexander Cochran, professor of military his- 
tory at the Air University at Maxwell Air Force 
Base, said he believes the secret to the Allies' 
success was a well-executed air attack. 
Cochran's presentation to the University's 
history, aerospace studies and military science 
departments was the 1993 Eleazer Wood Lecture 
in Military History. The annual lecture honors 
Wood County's namesake, Lieutenant colonel 
Eleazer Wood, a hero of the war of 1812. 
"The study of air power since its conception 
has been one disaster after another," Cochran 
said. "The use of air power in the Gulf War is the 
first good story. Now air power can speak confi- 
dently." 
Cochran served as a civilian historian with the 
U.S. Army Center of Military History and in the 
office of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
In his speech, Cochran cited the Gulf War Air 
Power Survey, a study of the opinions of other 
military scholars. 
"The theme running through the report is 
what was the role of the individual, the role of 
the human and the role leadership played [dur- 
ing the conflict]," Cochran said. "I believe the 
individual was more important than the technol- 
ogy" 
The report looked at four aspects of the war 
which included analyzing the enemy fought, 
how the United States planned for the war, the 
cost and price of the plan and comments on its 
effectiveness, he said. 
Plans for Gulf War's strategic air campaign 
had four phases that included moving forces 
into the theater of battle, gaining air supremacy, 
preparing a battlefield for the ground war and 
working to help the ground attack. 
"The campaign was supposed to last IS days 
but it didn't; it lasted 30 days," Cochran said. 
"Air power would drive this plan to the end." 
The Gulf War was a bench mark for the use of 
air power - but it also showed its shortcomings, 
Cochran said. 
He said air power was unsuccessful in fully 
shutting down Iraq's chemical, nuclear and bio- 
logical weapons facilities. 
The BC Ntwintmi Tk.tn.. ■ 
fessor of military history Alexander Cochran gives a lecture, 
"Air Power In the Gulf War," to faculty and students Tuesday 
afternoon in the Mathematical Sciences Building. 
Student suicides related to college stress 
by Melissa Llpowskl 
health reporter 
Throughout their college ca- 
reers, students often suffer from 
the stress which accompanies 
their hectic lifestyles. While 
some may be able to cope with 
these changes and find solutions 
to their problems, others may 
become overwhelmed by a sense 
of helplessness and hopeless- 
ness. 
In a situation where intensified 
stressors, such as changes in 
social support groups, seem to 
overcome an individual's ability 
to think clearly, there may be an 
actual change in a person's brain 
chemistry, according to Jeanne 
Wright, the director of the Well- 
ness Center. 
These changes often cause 
acute depression as well as 
changes in self-perception. As a 
result of all of these changes, an 
individual's basic survival skills 
are interrupted. 
During the depression, many 
individuals often contemplate 
suicide because they cannot find 
a solution to their crisis, she said. 
Because many assume that sui- 
cide threats are only a means of 
receiving attention, friends of 
disturbed individuals often ig- 
nore suicide warnings. 
"Suicide threats should always 
be looked upon as a desperated 
cry for help," she said. "Some 
people think that the individual 
has no intention of compromising 
their health. Just by acknowledg- 
ing the fact that suicide is being 
considered, the situation be- 
comes dangerous. No call for 
help should end in death or disa- 
bility." 
Some of the common warning 
symptoms to suicide are changes 
in  friends and  changes  in ap- 
pearance. The individual seems 
to take less care of himself or 
herself and resorts to alcohol or 
substance abuse, Wright said. 
Other individuals, however, 
seem to go through a phase of 
high energy, she said. 
"After deciding to commit sui- 
cide, many individuals find com- 
fort in knowing that their prob- 
lem will be solved through end- 
ing their life," she said. "It 
should be considered a warning 
when individuals who once ap- 
peared very sad suddenly seem 
so happy." 
When a person drops these 
subtle hints as a means of saying 
goodbye, it is important to ex- 
plore what that person is talking 
about, Wright said. 
"Many people are afraid to ask 
their friends if they are thinking 
about suicide and how they plan 
to go about it, but it Is important 
to find out if that person is actu- 
ally considering suicide as one of 
their options," she said. 
The key to helping a friend Is 
by talking to that person and 
making them state why they are 
considering suicide and how they 
are going to do it, according to 
Linda Butch, the director of 
crisis intervention services at 
The Link. 
After determining the validity 
of the situation, it then becomes 
crucial to explore the risk factor 
of the situation and how accessi- 
ble the method is, Wright said. 
"If the individual can state the 
method of committing the sui- 
cide, the time they are thinking 
of doing it and how they plan to 
do it, then the situation becomes 
a serious threat," Wright said. 
Depending on  the  individual 
and the emotional situation he or 
she is in, it is difficult to get help 
for the person, Wright said. 
If the person has chosen to dis- 
cuss the problem, then he or she 
can talk to the person about con- 
sidering other options. Butch 
said. 
"It is important to help the In- 
dividual through their own prob- 
lems and try to solve whatever it 
is that they are going through," 
Butch said. 
If it is possible, a friend should 
try to convince the person to 
receive outside professional at- 
tention. 
"Just by offering to go with the 
individual when they are getting 
help or by calling together for an 
appointment, a friend can offer 
emotional support for the indi- 
vidual," Wright said. 
"The key to effectively com- 
bating suicide is communication 
and exploring the system for 
other alternatives and profes- 
sional help," Wright said. 
Are U Stressed Week offers time to relax 
by Melissa Llpowskl 
health reporter 
In order to help students who are 
stressed out from mid-semester worries, 
the Wellness Center this week has been 
offering students the opportunity to learn 
about the effects of stress and how to cope 
with It. 
During "Are U Stressed Week" students 
have been able to participate In a series of 
short activities designed to confront seri- 
ous issues as well as give students the op- 
portunity to re-energize themselves, ac- 
cording to Jeanne Wright, director of the 
Wellness Center. 
Today and tomorrow, from 10 am. to S 
p.m., the Wellness Center will be hosting 
the Well Gala. 
During the event, students who attend 
will have the opportunity to take a person- 
al tour of the facility as well as receive a 
gift package that includes information on 
study and relaxation tips, cups, pens and 
sample packets of lotion, Wright said. 
While touring the Wellness Center, stu- 
dents will have the opportunity to take the 
"test well" exam or have a computer stress 
assessment performed. 
The "test well" exam, sponsored by the 
National Wellness Center, tests wellness in 
college-age students, Wright said. The 
stress assesment will determine the level 
of stress in a students life and will high- 
light the various stressors, she said. 
Today in the University Union foyer, the 
Wellness Center will also be promoting its 
de-stress and energize display. 
The "school of thought on stress re- 
lievers" will inform students about posi- 
tive ways to cope with stress. 
Students who stop by the foyer will be 
able to receive unique de-stress cards in 
addition to information on stress manage- 
ment. 
"The cards offer practical information 
comprised into cleverly constructed car- 
toons," Wright said. "On the cards is in- 
formation offering practical hints about 
study tips, note-taking, reading habits, 
lifestyle and different pressures." In addi- 
tion, the "ultimate frisbee throw," also 
taking place in the Union foyer, will give 
students the opportunity to win a $40 
stress-o-lantern. 
"The stress-o-lantern is a plastic pump- 
kin filled with more than 20 fun, stress re- 
lieving items, including playdough and 
slinkies," she said. 
At 3:30 p.m., the Wellness Center in co- 
operation with the University Activities 
Organization will be bringing Walter 
Lubecki, a licensed professor of clinical 
counseling, to the University to host a pro- 
gram on Chinese Stress Management. 
The program, which will be presented in 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom, will involve 
the audience in an interactive demon- 
stration that manages stress level accord- 
ing to ancient Chinese methods, she said. 
"This form of still and moving medita- 
tion can appear very graceful, but requires 
an extreme amount of personal power and 
focus," Wright said. 
At 7:30 p.m., the first meeting of Coping 
with the Illnesses of Loved Ones will focus 
on the stress which accompanies re- 
lationships involving a chronic illness, 
Wright said. 
"A recent on-campus study has shown 
that approximately 20 percent of student 
stress is a direct result of family illness," 
she said. 
The group, which will meet every two 
weeks, is not a counseling group, but a 
support group which will provide a confi- 
dential meeting place for students to share 
similar experiences together, she said. 
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TARTA driver 
accused of 
rejecting rider 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO - The transit authority Is investigating a woman's 
complaint that a driver refused to let her board a bus because 
she had too many children with her. 
"We're hoping to get to the bottom of this," Richard Ruddell of 
the Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority said Tuesday. 
Heather Zielinski, 22, of Toledo, has five children, ages 8 
months to 6. 
She said a bus driver refused to let her board a bus Monday 
because the children -- Kristian, 6, Cierra, 3, Robin, 2, Kayla, 1 
and Sandralee, 8 months - were with her. 
"He said 1 had too many kids. He said there wouldn't be 
enough supervision for all the kids," Zielinski said. 
Zielinski said she then walked two miles with her children to a 
downtown building where she could apply for emergency home- 
heating assistance money so her gas bill would not be cut off. It 
was a sunny day with temperatures in the 60s. 
She said her youngest daughter has a heart problem. Zielinski 
monitors her condition with a portable heart monitor. 
"I really didn't appreciate that very much," she said about the 
treatment. "They even let kids on the bus without parents." 
Ruddell said his staff does not know who the bus driver was. 
His staff was trying to contact the woman, who does not have a 
telephone. 
"We're having a bit of difficulty putting together the informa- 
tion. We want to talk to the driver," Ruddell said. 
"If It's true, we would take proper disciplinary action," Rud- 
dell said. 
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Islamic faith discussed 
Panel explains role of Muslim women, families 
by Ginger Phillips 
human diversity reporter 
In an effort to promote understanding of the Is- 
lam religion, a panel presentation entitled "Muslim 
Women: The Mystery Behind the Veil," took place 
Monday night in the Business Administration 
Building. 
The event was the first of many this week in the 
University's first nationally coordinated Islam 
Awareness Week, sponsored by the Muslim Stu- 
dents' Association. The week is celebrated in an 
effort to help promote understanding of Islam, the 
second largest and fastest growing religion in the 
world. 
The panel consisted of four Islamic women who 
discussed the roles of women in regards to relig- 
ion, marriage and family life, social aspects and 
economic and political issues of the Islam religion. 
Soraya Orady, originally from Egypt and now a 
business owner in Ann Arbor Michigan, disscussed 
the Islam religion. 
"It's not just a religion, it's a way of life," she 
said. 
She told the audience a person can become a 
Muslim simply by believing that Muhammed is the 
last prophet and there is only one God. 
The religion allows women to share equality with 
men, Orady said. 
"There is no discrimination whatsoever in color, 
race or gender," she said. 
Sona Ol-Faham, a teacher in Toledo, discussed 
marriage and family life in the Muslim culture. 
"Islam encourages marriage on a high de- 
gree,"01-Faham said. "Islam views this in a real- 
istic way. The sexual feelings are inate; they are in 
every human being. The best way to [deal with 
them] is through marriage." 
She said that the image of a Muslim man with 
many wives is a stereotype, although there are 
some circumstances in which a second wife is rec- 
ommended. 
Ol-Faham said if one wife is sick and cannot have 
sexual relations or have children, it is better for a 
husband to take another wife instead of commit- 
ting adultry. If a women is widowed and needs 
someone to take care of her, it is also acceptable 
for a married man to take her on as a second wife, 
she said. 
"This is not a common thing," Ol-Faham said. "I 
don't know a person who is married to two, three or 
four wives at the same time." 
Raising a family is very important to the Islamic 
culture. Parents and their children are expected to 
honor each other, Ol-Faham said. 
"Family life is highly respected in Islam," she 
said. 
Social aspects were discussed by Parvin Hus- 
saini, originally from Egypt. She said in many so- 
cieties women and their bodies are over-exposed. 
Women of Islam, however, dress according to the 
law wearing loose clothes and covering their hair, 
she said. 
"The true women of Islam - the believing wom- 
en - have been ordered to cover themselves, their 
beauty, their attractiveness so they may not at- 
tract other men," Hussaini said. 
Although women are not encouraged to dress at- 
tractively in public, it is encouraged within the 
home. Hussaini said women are allowed to wear 
make-up and perfume in front of their husbands 
and other women if they choose providing they are 
not in public. 
Carolyn Al-Quady, who converted to Islam after 
she was married, discussed the economical and po- 
litical aspects of Islamic women. 
Al-Quady said although Islamic women have the 
right to earn a living and enjoy the financial bene- 
fits, her most sacred role is of mother and wife. 
"No one else can compare to a mother when 
taking care of the physical or emotional well-being 
of her child," she said. 
She said a mother should not employ a babysitter 
unless it is absolutely necessary. 
If a woman chooses to work, she may become a 
teacher, doctor, engineer or even a judge, Al- 
Quady said. A woman may choose any career as 
long as it does not compromise the religious aspect 
of her life, she said. 
Theater's recycling effort 
saves landfills, cuts costs 
by Leah Barnum 
environment reporter 
If the sets, costumes and props 
in University theater produc- 
tions appear different for each 
show, it is not because they are 
all new but because of the recy- 
cling efforts of behind-the- - 
scenes workers. 
The theater department recy- 
cles everything imaginable, from 
psuedo-fircplaces and antique 
cigarette cases to screws and 
doorways, by using them over 
and over. 
"We've been doing it for years 
and years - as long as we have 
space to store [everything]," ac- 
cording to Diane Carter, shop 
forewoman at the Scene Shop. 
Since the scene shop acquired 
a new storage space this year, 
Carter said the department hopes 
to save even more materials. 
One of the advantages to recy- 
cling, is saving landfill space. 
However, there are other advan- 
tages to recycling the props, sets 
and costumes, Carter said. 
Since the shows have limited 
budgets, recycling as much ma- 
terial as possible helps to cut 
down on costs, she said. 
Another advantage is that it 
saves time, Carter said. 
Many times all that needs to be 
done is re-painting and uphol- 
stering, which takes much less 
time than re-building, she said. 
"By being able to pull flats and 
platforms it goes up fast," Carter 
said. "They don't have to waste 
as much time and yet they have a 
really nice looking set." 
Odd-shaped sets are also torn 
apart and the lumber and hard- 
ware is saved to make new sets, 
she said. 
Recycling saves time in the 
Costume Shop, as well, according 
to Margaret McCubbin, the Uni- 
versity theater costume desig- 
ner. 
"There have been costumes 
we've re-built in different 
styles," she said. "Also, if we can 
pull [a costume] from the back 
and re-fit it, we don't  have to 
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start from scratch," she said. 
Re-using costumes is more 
difficult since actors range in 
size, and there is also limited 
storage, McCubbin said. 
However, all leftover fabric 
and salvagable material from old 
costumes is saved and used for 
trim or to make new costumes, 
she said. 
Costumes are also rented to 
other theatrical organizations, 
which generates income, 
McCubbin said. 
When items are in stock, time 
can be concentrated more on 
elaboration of costumes, props 
and sets, which allow for a more 
realistic and appealing show, 
Carter said. 
Because so much of the sets 
and props are saved and re-used, 
agreements may be made with 
other theatrical organizations to 
borrow necessary items, Carter 
said. 
"Another neat thing about re- 
cycling things is we can share 
furniture back and forth," she 
said. 
Currently the University 
theater department has an 
agreement with the University of 
Toledo's theater department, 
which enables them to borrow 
specialized items for produc- 
tions. Carter said. 
Ziance 
asked 
to leave 
debate 
by Kirk Pavellch 
managing editor 
Ward One Councilman 
Scott Ziance was asked to 
leave the Ward One candi- 
dates' debate Tuesday night 
when he refused to obey a 
request by the moderator to 
refrain from a verbal at- 
tack on candidate Sam Me- 
lendez. 
Ziance charged candidate 
Sam Melendez with using 
an inaccurate statistic 
when discussing tenant 
complaints against land- 
lords and called him a "bla- 
tant liar." 
Campus police were 
called in when Ziance re- 
fused to leave, but he was 
allowed to stay. 
Dave Harold, moderator 
at the debate, had opened 
the forum for questions 
from the audience and 
asked that the questions 
remain focused on issues. 
Ward Two candidate 
Shane Ostrowski asked Me- 
lendez to identify the 
source of a statistic he used 
in campaign literature. Me- 
lendez had said 89 percent 
of complaints brought be- 
fore the city council were 
ruled insignificant. 
City council does not di- 
rectly hear tenant com- 
plaints, but a landlord- 
tenant committee organ- 
ized by Ziance In 1991 did 
hear grievances against 
landlords. 
"I'm tired of the lies he 
keeps spreading and the at- 
titude he is fostering for the 
young people of this Uni- 
versity, making them be- 
lieve the city is against 
them," Ziance said. "All of 
the informed residents, 
they will not be fooled by 
your rhetoric." 
Melendez said the statis- 
tic had been researched by 
former at-large candidate 
Carolyn Aldrich, who had 
campaigned with him as 
part of Take a Stand, a co- 
alition of independent can- 
didates. 
Aldrich said she later 
discovered the figure was 
inaccurate. 
"That was one of my is- 
sues and I'm here right now 
to tell you that those figures 
don't exist," Aldrich said. "I 
went through, wrote down 
the figure on paper and 
when I went back to 
research them, found they 
don't exist." 
Mike Cook, campaign 
manager for Melendez, said 
Aldrich told them the fig- 
ure was a fact. 
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Government buying evaluated 
Clinton proposes to save taxpayer money with spending 
by Tom Raum "No   more    specially   con-   ports. about specific cuts in t 
 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - President 
Clinton proposed a major over- 
haul of government buying 
Tuesday, requiring that the Pen- 
tagon and other agencies order 
items off the shelf when possible 
rather than custom-made, super- 
expensive versions. 
Clinton also proposed a $10 bil- 
lion package of new spending 
cuts and other cost-saving 
moves. 
"We can and will run a 
government that works better 
and costs less," the president 
said at the White House. 
Clinton said: "Procurement 
waste is costing the taxpayers 
tens of billions of dollars and it 
has to stop." He said he hoped 
some of the savings could be 
channeled into anti-crime pro- 
grams. 
structed cigarette ash trays," 
said Rep. John Conyers, D-Mich. 
He was referring to the nine 
pages of specifications issued by 
the General Services Adminis- 
tration earlier this year for glass 
ashtrays to be used in govern- 
ment buildings. 
The government buys $200 bil- 
lion in goods and services each 
year, 75 percent by the Pentagon. 
Clinton said his package 
fulfills the promise for more 
spending cuts he made last Au- 
gust to congressional conserva- 
tives to win their support for his 
deficit-reduction plan. It also 
aims to carry out a host of rec- 
ommendations made by Vice 
President Al Gore's National 
Performance Review last month. 
The package ranges from end- 
ing federal subsidies for wool, 
mohair and honey to providing 
less money for certain small air- 
 
And it would authorize the 
government for the first time to 
follow the example of private in- 
dustry and offer "buy out" bo- 
nuses to federal employees as an 
incentive to early retirement. 
The goal is to bring about a re- 
duction of about 252,000 federal 
employees. 
Some conservative Democrats 
have suggested they might press 
for even deeper cuts. 
And the acquisition-reform 
effort could prove contentious 
once it actually begins to move 
through Congress. The process 
could result in giving work now 
performed by defense contrac- 
tors to smaller companies. 
That is raising concerns of 
some labor interests. Also, some 
lawmakers may oppose the pro- 
gram if it threatens to take busi- 
ness away from companies in 
their districts. 
"Although   we   may   quibble 
his pack- 
age, there should be no question 
that this spending cuts package 
will let taxpayers keep more 
money in their pockets," said 
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio. 
The administration contended 
the proposed changes in pro- 
curement policies could save $22 
billion over the next five years. 
Congressional budget officials 
put the potential savings from 
procurement reform at far less, 
around $3 billion over five years. 
Administration budget offi- 
cials said that the package in- 
cluded $9.1 billion in cuts for the 
current fiscal year, to be fol- 
lowed by another set of about $1 
billion Incutfl later this week. 
The president also signed an 
executive o.-der under which the 
government will begin soliciting 
and accepting bids for govern- 
ment contracts by computer. 
Bosnian renegade officers lose power 
by Maud S. Beelman 
The Associated Press 
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina -- 
- Government forces said they regained con- 
trol Tuesday from two renegade officers ac- 
cused of turning large swaths of Sarajevo 
into fiefs of violent crime. 
One of the two officers surrendered Tues- 
day evening, and the army said it had the 
other surrounded. 
A televised statement from the govern- 
ment and army said Kami/ Delalic, known as 
Celo, had surrendered and 25 civilian hos- 
tages were released unharmed. 
The other commander, Musan Topalovic, 
known as Coco, and an unspecified number 
of his supporters were surrounded in a 
building in the Old Town district, the state- 
ment said. 
The two commanders were expelled from 
the army Monday and ordered arrested on 
charges of organized crime. 
The statement said the army had regained 
control of the entire city, except for the 
building where Caco and his loyalists were 
holed up. The army said it expected to re- 
solve the standoff by morning. 
Earlier in the day, the army had set up 
tank barricades and posted armed guards 
throughout the city in a sweep for the ren- 
egades and their supporters. 
Streets   were  deserted   after   residents 
were warned to stay indoors. Except for 
intermittent firefiglits and some reports of 
sporadic Serb shelling, Sarajevo was eerily 
quiet. 
There were believed to be casualties, but 
no details were immediately available. 
Bosnian radio said 278 people were ar- 
rested in the sweep, but 84 were released. 
Brigades commanded by Caco and Celo 
control large sections of Sarajevo and are 
blamed for the increasing violent crime in 
the city. 
They have been able to close part of the 
city to regular army units, and both are be- 
lieved to be heavily involved in the local 
black market. 
Debate 
City seeks end 
to Demjanjuk 
protests, pickets 
by Rich Harris 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND - Lawyers for suburban Seven Hills on Tuesday 
asked a judge to uphold an outright ban on protests outside the 
home of John Demjanjuk. 
Opponents of Demjanjuk's return to the United States have 
long since made any point they might have, Seven Hills Pros-, 
ecutor Peter Sackett and Mayor George Chandick told Cuyahoga 
County Common Pleas Judge Daniel Gaul. : • 
■There's a time when the message has been given. There's a 
time to stop," Chandick said. 
Sackett said the city should be allowed to enforce an ordin- 
ance enacted before Demjanjuk's return that bans all picketing ■ 
directed at an individual in residential areas. 
"The defendants have one purpose and one purpose only, and 
that is to aggravate, to the best of their ability, one man," Sack- 
ett said. 
But Rabbi Avi Weiss, who has led many of the protests in the 
quiet, middle-class suburb, said a key part of free speech is the 
ability to choose where and when to speak. 
"Protest is not just a function of what one verbalizes," Weiss 
testified. "It is also a function of time, space and place." 
Weiss said he planned to continue to protest until Demjanjuk 
is deported. 
Lawyers for the Ohio chapter of the American Civil Liberties 
Union, representing both Weiss and groups including the Ku 
Klux Klan and Aryan Nation, asked Gaul to modify a separate 
order that allows protests but limits them to certain days and 
times. 
Gaul continued the hearing until Wednesday afternoon. 
Demjanjuk was freed in September from an Israeli prison 
after spending more than seven years fighting war crime char- 
ges. The Israeli Supreme Court overturned his conviction on 
charges he ran the gas chambers at the Treblinka death camp in 
Nazi-occupied Poland. •> 
The Israeli court said evidence indicated Demjanjuk had been 
a guard for the Nazis, most likely at the Sobibor, Poland, death ; 
camp. But the court refused to order a new trial. 
Demjanjuk has said he was a victim of mistaken identity. The>i 
73-year-old retired autoworker has said he spent most of World!-* 
War II In German POW camps. 
Continued from page one. 
Kleismlt said he tired of seeing 
Ward One "come last" and that 
the residents of Ward One have 
worse lighting and streets than in 
other wards. 
"If the decision made by the 
Supreme Court is that the city 
does not have to redistrict it does 
not mean that they cannot redis- 
trict,"said Wesseler. 
Wesseler and Melendez pro- 
posed possible ward maps, but 
Kleismit said he believes the ap- 
proach to redistricting is to start 
from scratch in order to let other 
city residents feel as if they are 
part of redistricting efforts. Me- 
lendez said if the Supreme Court 
votes against forcing the city to 
redistrict he will push to put the 
issue on the 1994 ballot. 
All three candidates called for 
road repair In Ward One. 
Melendez brought a piece of 
asphalt from East Merry Avenue 
to emphasize the need for repair. 
"These are the roads that are 
used the most but they are In the 
worst condition," he said. He said 
potholes in the road endangers 
pedestrians and hurts vehicles. 
The candidates also touched 
upon the Issue of building off- 
campus housing for greek organ- 
izations. All three said a site 
should be provided for a greek 
housing village. 
Kleismit believes he could best 
handle the problems of greek 
housing because he is a member 
of a fraternity that does not have 
a house. He said the best location 
for the housing would be north of 
the university. 
Wesseler said he Is willing to 
work for greek housing even if 
he is not elected. 'I'm willing to 
help every step of the way, 
whether I am elected or not,"said 
Wesseler. 
All of the candidates advocated 
a landlord-tenant relations com- 
mittee that would work with city 
council to resolve renters' prob- 
lems. 
A landlord-tenant committee 
organized In 1991 dissolved after 
landlords did not attend meet- 
ings. 
"I think that we should give it 
one more shot," Wesseler said. 
Melendez said committee has 
not worked in the past because 
landlords have not had enough 
incentive to participate. 
Health Care 
Continued from page one. 
director, said Clinton had taken 
pains to avoid creating new "o- 
pen-ended entitlements" in 
health care, "particularly when 
we're trying to discipline the rest 
of government spending." 
Panetta said Clinton has built 
in a mechanism to cap the entit- 
lements. 
A 239-page draft summary of 
Clinton's original proposal that 
leaked out almost seven weeks 
ago has been a lightning rod for 
complaints from businesses, 
hospitals and others with worries 
about the so-called Health Secu- 
rity Plan. 
The plan proposes to pay for 
the reforms with cigarette taxes, 
big savings in Medicare and 
Medicaid, a one percent levy on 
large corporations and a re- 
quirement that all employers and 
employees buy insurance. 
Some lawmakers have voiced 
fears that Clinton was concen- 
trating too much power in the 
hands of an independent National 
Health Board and the regional al- 
liances that would form a new in- 
surance-buying marketplace. 
Under the final plan, the health 
board would be an executive 
agency, not an independent 
board like the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, the sour- 
ces said. 
And the regional health alli- 
ances would accept virtually all 
health plans with no limits on the 
number of plans offering tra- 
ditional, fee-for-service med- 
icine, the officials said. 
States would certify each 
health plan. 
Lee told the Association of 
American Medical Colleges that 
even the fee-for-service plans 
would receive flat amounts to 
provide care for all their cus- 
tomers. 
The  Clinton  plan   would   en- 
courage Americans to join pre- * 
paid plans such as health mainte- • 
nance organizations where their I 
out-of-pocket costs would be * 
lower. Such plans would charge • 
patients $10 each time they went I 
to the doctor with no deductibles. * ■ 
• 
Advocates for the poor warned * 
that $10 would be a hardship for ■ 
a poor family on Medicaid, which! 
now has no copayments. 
The revised Clinton bill would 
reduce the copayments for wel- 
fare families and al low the health 
plans to waive them for others as 
well, the officials said. 
Political ad. Melendez lor rirM ward, PO BOX **IZ, BO, OH, 4J4UA M. cook, co-chair 
Bowling Green has never been so close to electing an Independent... make it happen 11/2! • 
_  VOTE   SAM! 
Special Student I ickcl ()[fal I    VOTE     TUESDAY! 
BOWLING    GREEN    STATE    UNIVERSITY 
FESTIVAL SERIES 1993/94 
Tafehmtsik 
Wednesday, 
November 10 
8 p.m. 
KobackerHall 
Moore Musical Arts 
Center, BGSU 
BGSU STUDENTS 
ONLY: Special 
Reduced Price $3 An ensemble lo be pined one ol Ibe very best in its field 
Staoants mast are«ent a valid 10 al llw Moora Canlar Rax Office to purchiti tickan. 
Courtesy ol the College ol Musical Ads and die Fesoval Senas Adwsoiy Boatd 
F^^BAFE 
Bock by Popular Demand 
the 
Twistttffs 
Tonight Only! 
CHARLIE'S LEASING 
CHARLIE'S DODGE 
RED HOT & ROLLIN' 
•STEALTH'S   'SHADOWS 
•DYNASTY'S   -VAN CONVERSIONS 
•SPIRITS 'DAKOTA TRUCKS 
•CARAVANS • 4X4'S SNOW PLOWS 
• INTREPIDS 
Call today for details on our 
special college grad rebate 
GREG FELTMAN 
9 LEASE MANAGER 
89    893-0241 
104 S. MAIN 353 - 0988 
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The History of the Citibank 
Classic Visa card and the Age of Credit 
Card SeCUnty. In the 67th year of the 20th Century A.D., Citibank introduced a credit 
card aptly titled the Citibank Classic Visa* card. Established on the premise that a credit card should 
offer—24 hours a day—warm, personal service, the Citibank Classic Visa card marked the end of the 
Ice Age. And it ushered in a new era. 11 With the introduction of the first Photocard, the credit card 
bearing one's own photo and signature on the front, it soon became 
evident that Man was entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First, 
Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal, as one often does on 
more primitive cards such as the Student ID. He or she could now 1 & X 
n  "mm 
„ '.:.. 
For scale 
FMJ  lahlci. (land IJSH BC.   was the first 
known aiicmpt to put one's photo on a credit 
aint-hut not without drawback* Photography 
Had ni-i yet been invented It weighed aver S) 
piHoui\ And n did not HI easily into a woKet 
choose his or her own photo. Second, by deterring other anthropoids 
from using the card, Man was helping to prevent fraud. Surely this 
was a sign of advanced intelligence. H The subsequent rise of services was nothing less than an 
American Revolution. So as you might expect. Citibank would be there for you, even if your card 
was stolen, or perhaps lost. The Lost Wallet*" Service could have a new card in your hands 
usually within 24 hours. (You can almost hear Paul Revere crying, "The card is coming! The 
card is coming!") H When the Great Student Depression came along. Citibank introduced 
New Deals—special student discounts and savings. Hence, today's student can enjoy a $20 
Airfare Discount for domestic flights' (ushering in the Jet Age); savings on mail order 
purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4°/o2; and, 
: no annual fee. H Finally, comes the day you enter the Classical Age (i.e. when you charge 
your purchases on the Citibank Classic card). You receive Citibank Price Protection to assure 
you of the best prices. Just see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and 
Citibank will refund the difference up to $1503. You receive Buyers Security"", to cover 
those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from 
the date of purchase1. And Citibank Lifetime Warranty""1, to extend the 
expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years4. Together they 
give you complete coverage; and with everything else...the Age of Credit 
ttLWaZ/lX'fJd   Card Security. H It's credit history in the making. With the help of Citibank's 
»uh it\ I.OM ita/li't Service, hv 
would not haw bvvn COM- 
a,* •^/^"iX'w^rtrt services and savings, you earn some of the credentials needed later on to 
purchase a car or even a house. H So call to apply. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. Call, 
also, if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number 
is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19.1 If 
after reading this chapter describing the prosperous condi- 
tions set forth by a Citibank Classic Visa card, one feels that 
he or she has left forever the Dark Ages and has entered upon 
a new age, the Age of Enlightenment, then your time, as 
they say, has come. Destiny is calling. And so should you. 
CITIBAN<O 
CLASSIC 
H128 0012 31Sb 
06/93  05/91/95 0/   m    X/ICA 
LINDA MALICE* VISA SS 92 
Not just Visa. Citibank Visa. 
Offer expires 6/M/V4. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100 Rebates are Sir Citibank siudcm canimembcrs on tickets issued b> ISF Mights only. The Annual Percentage Rate for 
purchases is 15.4% is of8/93 and may vary quarterly The Annual Percentage Rale lor cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional 
finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction, however, it will not he less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. Certain 
conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Pmgram Information Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited, 'Certain 
restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry 
data Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information Monarch ■ Notes are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount 
C ommumcalions Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards arc issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. ■ IW Citibank (South Dakota). N. A. Member KDIC 
Monarch Notes® Version: 
With the Citibank Classic Visa card, 
you can build a credit history before 
you reach your middle ages. And, 
receive special student discounts. 
Call today 1-800-CITIBANK 
(1-800-248-4226), extension 19. 
Sports 
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Rugby wins three, ties one   Women beat 
by Carl Lariccia 
sports writer 
The rugby team won three 
matches and tied one as the 
Falcon ruggers made their 
final tuneup before this week- 
end's start of the Midwest Uni- 
versities 
Cup. 
The Falcons beat Ohio 
Wesleyan 29-5, then defeated 
and tied Ohio University with 
scores of 27-0 and 22-22, and 
then edged Ashland College 
17-16. 
"We changed our offensive 
look a bit this week and that 
may explain the low scores," 
head coach Roger Mazzarella 
said. "Overall , though, we 
played some of the best rugby 
of the year." 
One of those changes in- 
volved moving Australian An- 
thony Giorgi to fly half. 
"That is like changing the 
center-quarterback combina- 
tion in football," scrum half 
Doug Slagle said. "It is going to 
take a week for us to get used 
to each other." 
The near-three hundred fans 
that came out to enjoy the 
pleasant weather and a little 
rugby were hardly settled in 
their seats when the Falcons 
scored their first of five tries 
against Wesleyan. 
Fullback Tony Mazzarella 
broke through the Bishop de- 
fense for a SO yard scoring 
burst less than 30 seconds into 
the contest. Less than a minute 
later, Mazzarella fed a bursting 
Dan Kellcy who roared in un- 
touched for BG's second try. 
He was followed for yet an- 
other try by flanker Jeremy 
Hayward. Paul Tod's conver- 
sion gave BG a 17-0 halftime 
lead. 
The Bishops rallied briefly in 
the second half and closed the 
gap briefly with a try to make 
the score 17-5, but from then 
on it was all BG. Wing Val 
Nguyen added a try and Hey- 
ward added his second to put 
the game out of reach. Tod's 
conversions of the second half 
tries made the final score 29-5. 
In the first match against 
Ohio University, the Falcons 
jumped out to a fairly comfort- 
able lead and then had to hang 
on as the Bobcats fought the 
Falcons to a 22-22 tie. With 
place kicker Kurt Bittner in- 
jured, the Falcons only man- 
aged  to convert  on  of  four 
The BO News/Roger Mazm-clla 
Center Brett Buffa heads for the goal line and one of his three tries against Ohio University. Fly half 
Anthony Giorgi gives a friendly push. 
®BB@ College Bowl 
The Varsity Sport of the Mind' 
When: 
Where: 
Who: 
What: 
Prizes: 
Sign-ups: 
Nov 13 10:00am 
Ba Building 
Teams of 4 
Quiz Game 
Winner gets 
all expense 
paid Trip to Regional Tournament 
UAO Office until Nov 5th 
The Fischer File 
Introducing 2nd Ward Council Member B. J. Fischer 
U J. and Cjmc Fischer 
Education: 
•Graduate. Bowling Green High School (1982) and 
Bowling Green State University (1986). 
Professional: 
•Researcher. Private Industry Council. 
Personal: 
•Lives with his wife at 127 Palmer Ave. 
•Member. Wood County Democratic Executive 
Committee. 
•Member. Downtown Business Association. 
BG Optimist Club, BG Curling Club. 
POUIKAL ADvamaMNT DUD FOB IY FKCHE* 
FOB 7ND WAID r»Ll FMNtU. IWASLKt I» 
BAIDW1*. I0WUNC CHIN. OHIO IMS 
Re-Elect William Fischer 
2nd Ward City Council 
He shares our concerns. 
tries. 
Senior center Brett Buffa did 
the most damage, scoring three 
tries, including one where he 
rammed three Ohio defenders 
over the goal line. Slagle's try 
and Giorgi's conversion put BG 
up 22-12 only to watch the Bob- 
cats slam a try up the middle 
on a misplaced kick to make it 
22-17. Ohio wing Art Korney 
tied it up when he beat the Fal- 
con defense to corner for an- 
other try. 
The Falcons then dumped the 
Bobcats 27-0 in the day's third 
match. Rookie wing Bryce 
Hudson scored two tries and 
wing Najeeb Rassie and for- 
wards Luk Thevenot and John 
Stefanop scored on solo 
efforts. Fly half Adam Ward 
made the game's only kick. 
In a see-saw battle, BG edged 
a vastly improved Ashland Col- 
lege squad. The Falcons traded 
Ashland try for try, the ulti- 
mate difference being Jason 
King's penalty field goal. Flan- 
ker Chris Ciryak, King and 
center Phil Reineck all scored 
tries in the 17-16 victory. 
The Falcons, now 29-3-2, will 
host Ohio Northern at 5 p.m. on 
Friday, and then travel to No- 
tre Dame on Saturday for the 
first round of the Midwest Un- 
iversities Cup. The Falcons are 
the only team that has been in- 
vited to the Midwest Cham- 
pionship every year since its 
inception in 1980. BG has both 
won the championship as well 
as been runner-up three times 
each. The winner advances to 
the Final Four of the National 
Collegiate Championship in 
Houston, Texas next spring. 
Ball State 5-0 
by Brenda Richards 
sports writer 
The Lady Falcons upped 
their record to 5-0 Saturday by 
defeating Ball State 36-0. 
Teamwork played a major role 
in the victory. Sue Duwel, 
president of the club, com- 
mented on this aspect. 
"There was a lot of coop- 
eration today between the 
forwards and the 
backs/Duwel said. 'That de- 
finately kept us on top.' 
BG's first points came early 
in the game when scrum-half 
Brenda Richards took the ball 
out of a scrum-down and car- 
ried it into the try zone. 
Duwel's conversion kick was 
successful, making the score 
7-0. 
Five minutes later, outside 
center Amy Tschida received 
a pass from Colleen Ark and 
exploded out of the line. 
Tschida streaked SO meters 
down the field and across the 
goal line, putting the Falcons 
ahead five more points. 
Duwel's kick went straight 
down the middle to make the 
score 14-0. 
After a short rest, and an as- 
sist from Duwel, Tschida 
came back with another score. 
Duwel, BG's fullback, slid into 
the line and caused an over- 
load on the left side of the 
field. Using this to her advan- 
tage, Duwel carried the ball 
through Ball State's line and 
took off down the field. With 
about ten meters to go, and a 
Cardinal on her heels, Duwel 
dished the ball off to Tschida 
who ran it in for the score. 
Ball State, who at this point 
had yet to threaten to score, 
kicked off again. The Falcons 
fought their way down the 
field and prepared to score 
again. After a Cardinal pen- 
alty, BG's pack pushed Rich- 
ards across the goal line for 
her second try. Duwel again 
split the uprights and the gap 
widened to 26-0. 
Just before halftime. Falcon 
prop Pam Oberly contributed 
to the cause. In the midst of a 
ruck, she stripped the ball 
from Richards and ran around 
the outside of the pack. A 
short burst of energy carried 
her down to the sideline and 
into the corner of the try zone. 
Things slowed down in the 
second half as only one more 
try was scored. These points 
belonged to inside center 
Sarah Lei on is when she found 
a gap in the Ball St line and ' 
sprinted 30 meters into the try 
zone as she planted the ball on 
the ground. Duwel missed the 
kick, finalizing the score at 
36-0. 
Ball State just did not seem 
to be into the game. When 
asked about the performance. 
Cardinal captain Ruth Shields 
agreed. 
'We had a bad week of prac- 
tice and it showed today,' 
Shield said. 
On the other hand, the Fal- 
con captains were quite 
pleased with Saturday's re- 
sults. 
'Our pack played strong,   M$P 
secretary Den 
Thursday, October 28 
NICHOLASA 
./ 
\ \ ; 
McFall Gallery 7:30 pm / 
* Puerto Rican Author * 
Topic: "Growing Up Latina In the 
United States: A Journey of Survival." 
refreshments will be served 
RESERVE      OFFICERS'      TRAINING      CORPS 
PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE 
Drive Intensity Those aren't words 
you're likely to see in many course 
requirements Then again. Army ROTC 
is unlike any other elective It's 
hands-on excitement ROTC will 
challenge you mentally and phys- 
ically through intense leadership 
training. Training that builds charac- 
ter, self-confidence and decision-making 
skills Again, words other courses sel- 
dom use. But they're the credits you 
need to succeed in life ROTC is 
open to freshmen and sophomores 
without obligation and requires 
about 4 hours per week Register 
this term for Army ROTC 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE T0U CAN TAKE. 
For details see Major Holmes, 
Rm 151 Memorial Hall or Call 372-2476 
—   - - - - - 
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Line it up! 
The women's rugby (earn prepare to gel their game underway. 
BG loses to Toledo, Miami 
by Jonathan Broadloot 
sports writer 
The Bowling Green men's club 
soccer team hasn't tasted victory 
in a long time. 
The Falcons have lost four 
games since their last win in the 
semifinal game of the BGSU 
Club Soccer Fall Classic. 
BG traveled to Toledo Thurs- 
day and Miami Friday and re- 
turned with its seventh and 
eighth losses of the season. 
The first Falcon goal in the UT 
contest was scored by freshman 
forward Mike Symanski, with an 
assist coming from freshman 
third-string goalkeeper Ronn 
Tompot who punted the ball into 
the Toledo goal area. 
Freshman defender Sean Hus- 
sey added the second BG goal -- 
s an unassisted offering - but the 
two Falcon scores weren't 
enough as Toledo won 3-2. 
After beating Miami in the se- 
mifinal of the BGSU tournament 
two weeks ago, the Falcons were 
anxious to travel to Oxford to 
rack up another win against the 
Redskins. 
The squad returned to BG with 
another loss added to its record 
as the Redskins won 5-1. 
With the loss of BG's starting 
sophomore goalkeeper Brian Sa- 
lco to a broken hand, and backup 
senior goalkeeper Kyle Goodwin 
to torn leg tendon, the Falcons 
had to resort to their third- and 
fourth-string goalies Tompot and 
Sean Hussey. 
The Redskins came out strong 
and scored two quick goals in the 
first ten minutes of the match. At 
half time, the score was 4-0. 
In the second half BG moved 
third-string   goalie   Tompot   to 
forward and he to put the Falcons 
on the scoreboard 4-1. 
Swim coach takes dive 
The Associated Press 
GAINESVILLE, Fla. - The 
University of Florida fired wom- 
en's swim coach Mitch Ivey amid 
a planned television report alleg- 
ing sexual misconduct with his 
swimmers. 
Ivey denied the charges after 
his firing Monday night, saying 
the university would rather avoid 
bad publicity than stand behind 
its coach. 
"It's real unfortunate," Ivey 
told the Gainesville Sun in a story 
published today. "I was told that 
putting my arm around a girl and 
using foul language was deemed 
reason enough... 
"Rather than saying they're 
pleased with my performance 
and standing behind me, they're 
saying they can't have the bad 
publicity. It shows you that all of 
that talk about Team Florida is 
just baloney. It leaves me feeling 
pretty nauseous." 
The university began its own 
investigation after ESPN report- 
ers showed up on campus three 
weeks ago to work on a story for 
the program "Outside the Lines: 
Coaching in the '90s." It is set to 
air Friday. 
The program's host, Bob Ley, 
told The Associated Press Mon- 
day the show will contain allega- 
tions of sexual misconduct 
against a "world-class coach who 
has a history of marrying his ath- 
letes and also of having sexual 
relationships with them." Ley 
declined to identify the coach be- 
cause that segment of the show 
was unfinished. 
Florida athletic director 
Jeremy Foley said the university 
is "always proactive any time 
we're dealing with issues such as 
ESPN was asking about." 
THE BO NEWS PIGSKIN 
PICK COiVTEST 
SPONSORED BT 
BP'VUNG GREEN 
I4J2E.WOO STIR 
* 352-4663 * 
OPEN DAILY 
II t.m. 
FAST rR£E 
ALL OAV DELlUeRV 
13.SO MINIMUM 
^      Pizza pasta & Svio* 
Win Large Pizza and Pop 
Address: ^_——_—^_____^^—^—— 
jjj s - ..- 1: 
Mike 
Kazimore 
UsIWBBk 9-7 
ovti.166 49 
1
 1 1 
Andy 
Dugan 
lost w««k 12 4 
ovarall: 69-46 
Aaron 
Dorksan 
lMIWMIl.12-4 
oviri 11:73-42 
Mark 
DeChant 
• stw»»k 10 6 
svarali: 73-42 
Russ 
Eckard 
last •ask 12-4 
ovarall: 73-42 
Dana 
Thornsbury 
last waak's 
winner: 
14-2 
MAC: 
Bowling Green @ Miam BG                 BG                    BG BG BG BG 
Ball State @ East Men East. Men.      Ball St.              Ball St Ball St Ball SI Ball St 
Toledo @ Kent Toledo           Toledo              Toledo Toledo Toledo Toledo 
Akron @ Miami Ohio               Akron                Akron Akron Ohio Akron 
West. Mich <§> Army 
NFL: 
Army              Army                 Army Army Army Army 
Chicago @ Green Bay Green Bay     Green Bay        Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay 
Kansas City @ Miami Kansas City   Miami               Kansas City Kansas City Kansas City Miami 
N England @ Indianapolis Indianapolis   Indianapolis      Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis N. England 
Tampa Bay @ Atlanta Atlanta           Atlanta             Atlanta Atlanta Atlanta Atlanta 
M.Y. Jets @ NY. Giants N.Y. Giants    N.Y. Giants       NY. Jets N.Y. Giants N.Y Giants N.Y. Giants 
Dallas <a> Philadelphia Dallas             Dallas               Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas 
New Orleans @ Phoenix New Orleans Phoenix            Phoenix New Orleans New Orleans New Orleans 
San Diego Q> LA Raiders  LA Raiders  San Diego        San Diego LA. Raiders LA Raiders LA. Raiders 
LA Rams @ San Francisco S.F.             S.F.                  S.F S.F S.F. S.F 
Seattle @ Denver Denver           Denver             Denver Denver Denver Seattle 
Detroit @ Minnesota Detroit            Minnesota        Detroit Detroit Detroit Minnesota 
Mondav Oct. 25. 
Buffalo           Buffalo              Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Washington @ Buffalo Buffalo 
To win, circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form to the BG News, 210 West Hall The 
entry with the most correct picks will win free pizza and pop from DiBennederto's Prizes will vary from week to 
week. In case of lies, a winner will be drawn by a member of the BG News.The previous week's winner will have his 
or her picture appear in the guest column along with their winning score each Wednesday. All entries must be 
submitted by 5 p.m on Friday. 
This Week's winner Is Dana Thornsbury, 831 Scott Hamilton. He correctly picked 14 out of 16 games this week 
For his efforts Dana will enjoy a large 16 inch, 1 item DiBenedettos Pizza, so be nice to him and you might get some 
Ties seemed to be in the air last weekend and also among the BG News fearless forecasters. The BG-Ball State tie 
was ruled a win no matter which team was picked. Their was also a tie among the staff prognosticates as Aaron 
Dorksen, Russ Eckard, and Andy Dugan each had 12-4 records this week  Overall, there is also a logjam for first, 
with Dorksen, Mark DeChant and Russ Eckard all ted lor first with 73-42 records. For (he third week straight Mke 
Kazimore's ill-advised picks have landed him in the (rash can. This weeks 'upset special pick" was turned In by 
Dugan and Ed Fowler, 230 Compton, who were the only ones out ol 80 participants to pick Atlanta's upset over New 
Orleans  Honorable mention goes to Israel Reynolds, 232 Compton(Ed's neighbor), and our winner Dana 
Thornsbury who picked Ohio U. over Miami. _ 
HOME FALCON HOCKEY ACTION THIS WEEKEND! J 
FRIDA Y VS. MICHIGAN AND SA TURD A Y VS. WESTERN MICHIGAN - 7 PM! > - 
BOWLING GREEN OPERA THEATER 
PRESENTS AN EVENING OF ONE-ACT OPERAS 
STRAVINSKY'S 
The Nightingale 
(Le Rossignol) 
AND PUCCINI'S 
Gianni Schicchi 
NOVEMBER 5 ft 6 AT 8 P.M. 
KOBACKER HALL, MOORE CENTER, BGSU 
BOTH   PERFORMANCES IN ENCLISH      TICKETS: $6, $8, I I O 
FOR INFORMATION, CALL (410) 372-8171  OR (BOO) 589-2224 
Indoor Soccer 
't Miss the Deadline!!! 
October 27,1993 
Now taking indoor soccer 
team registrations. If your 
team is interested, please 
contact Joey Dillon at the 
Hancock Recreation Center, 
(419) 423-8533 for more 
information. 
MX N. Uain SIM 
Fmdlay.OI>«4SS40 (410)4234533 
SPRING SEMESTEft 
APARTMENTS 
CALL GREENBRIAR 
352-0717 
Fall '94 Listing of Apartments now available 
_ 
Todd Wesseler for City Council - Ward One 
Todd Wesseler: Communication 
It is obvious from Todd's extensive door to door campaign 
that he places a strong emphasis on communication. He knows that 
communication is essential if we are to improve relations between 
council members and their constituents and if we are to improve 
relations between students and long-time residents. 
* If elected, Wesseler will visit every resident 
of Ward One three times each year. 
* Wesseler will donate 30% of his salary to 
putting out a newsletter to inform Ward 
One residents of council business 
* Todd Wesseler will speak to every 
community and campus group twice a year. 
Polwuil \4,crtiw«cfii    IIHI ln> rn tv Wgw4 IQ   llwiqqwt twn.  A I lulj» 
Todd speaks with a citizen 
about her concerns. 
< luii   fo   (tin M   | i. 
J      *L 
Pheasant Room 
Evening Specials 
Monday -        Grilled Rock Shrimp        $5.25 
Tuesday -        8oz. Steak Special $6.50 
Wednesday - All You Can Eat $4.25 
Spaghetti & Garlic Bread 
Thursday -       21b. of: Slab Ribs with     $ 6.95 
baked potato and toss salad 
Hours 
11:30-1:30 Lunch 
5:00 - 7:00 Dinner 
— Off Campus Quantum 90' Cards Accepted Anytime 
— On Campus Quantum 90' Cards Accepted after 5pm 
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Cleveland Browns quarterback Vinnie Testaverde gets sandwiched 
between Pittsburgh Steelers linebackers Kevin Greene and Reggie 
Barnes during Sunday's game. Testaverde separated his shoulder on 
the play and and the Browns announced Monday he would probably be 
out for the season. 
Martin is finalist 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Lynn Martin, the 
labor secretary in the Bush ad- 
ministration, is one of the fina- 
lists in the search for a new 
baseball commissioner. 
A baseball official, speaking on 
the condition of anonymity, con- 
firmed Martin was among the 
finalists, which first was report- 
ed Saturday by The Washington 
Post. 
Baseball has been without a 
commissioner since Fay Vincent 
resigned under pressure Sept. 7, 
1992. 
Atlanta Braves chairman Bill 
Bartholomay, chairman of the 
search committee, says his first 
choice is Milwaukee Brewers 
president Bud Selig, who has 
been running baseball as chair- 
man of the executive council 
since Vincent's resignation, but 
Selig says he will not accept the 
job. 
Selig and Bartholomay say 
they are committed to selecting a 
new commissioner by the end of 
the year. Martin is believed to be 
the only woman under considera- 
tion. Another name prominently 
mentioned is NBC Sports presi- 
dent Dick Ebersol. 
Getting down with the Browns 
As my two buddies and I app- 
proached the most anticipated 
pre-party of the year at approxi- 
mately 1:30, a classic tune by U2 
blared through my speakers. 
Sunday Bloody Sunday. 
Surely, although none of us 
would dare to utter the probable 
jinx, we all hoped this would be a 
precursor of things to come. 
We joined those we were meet- 
ing, cooler in hand (a prerequi- 
site in The Lot), and began to 
prepare our psyche for The 
Game along with approximately 
10,000 other die-hards. 
The Game, for anyone re- 
motely close to football and the 
Cleveland Browns, can only 
mean the coming of the dreaded 
Black and Gold of the Pittsburgh 
Steelers. 
As this is one of the fiercest 
rivalries in all of sports, getting 
the adrenaline flowing was cer- 
tainly not a difficult chore. 
However, in addition to that, this 
clash would carry even more 
significance... first place in the 
AFC's Central Division. 
My sun dial reached 3:30, 
marking the time of our pre- 
determined departure for the be- 
loved Big House. As we made our 
way, familiar chants were bel- 
lowed from the throng. 
"Let's go Browns! Let's go 
Browns!" 
"Pittsburgh sucks! Pittsburgh 
sucks!" 
It was apparent that everyone 
was ready. It was now time to get 
down to business. 
We reached our seats in the 
Canine Insane Asylum, better 
known as the Dawg Pound, just in 
time to see Gary Anderson's kick 
off. Little did we know that his 
boot would begin what will be 
remembered as one of the 
greatest games in the history of 
this long and heated rivalry. 
To the delight of most of the 
78.000-pIus on hand, the Browns 
jumped out to a 14-0 lead thanks 
to two game-breaking plays: an 
outstanding catch-and-run by 
Michael Jackson and an even 
more remarkable 91-yard punt 
return by Eric Met calf. 
The Steelheads tied the score 
Russ Eckard 
on two Barry Foster TD runs, 
bringing smiles to the brave, 
make that Idiotic, Pittsburgh fans 
who actually acted proud to be 
showing their faces in the un- 
friendly confines of the Pound. 
Amazing how many normally 
calm people wanted to dispose of 
the teeth, which more resembled 
wood carvings I used to chip in 
high school art class, from the 
disgusting, groth-infested faces 
of these sub-human vermin. 
Anyway, from there it was a 
one-sided battle, with the 
Steelers dominating most of the 
action. They were able to tear 
apart Bumbling Bill's vaunted 
defense and make the 'Crush and 
Rush' look like an orange pop 
band. 
They were able to convert only 
three Anderson field goals, 
however, while the Browns got a 
scoring reception from Ron Wol- 
fley, that's right, Ron Wolfley, to 
make the score 23-21 late in the 
final quarter. 
It was at this point the emotio- 
mal tide turned in the game. 
On an unfortunate, but clean 
hit, starting quarterback Vinny 
Testaverde separated his shoul- 
der. In a less than sympathetic 
gesture, the huge crowd stood in 
unison to welcome back old 
friend Bernie Kosar with a thun- 
derous ovation and the all-but- 
forgotten chorus of "Bernie! 
Bernie!" 
Although the Browns punted in 
his only series (thanks to an im- 
possible third down situation a- 
warded him by, wild guess, 
Bumbling Bill), there was a sense 
of rejuvination; not just in the 
stands, but on the sideline of the 
home team. 
With this new enthusiasm, the 
defense thwarted a Steeler drive 
and forced a punt. As the ball 
sailed in the air, I recall thinking: 
Nali, he couldn't do it again. 
Metcalf caught the ball on his 
own 25 yard line and looked for 
running room. A seam, a crease, 
anything. 
Nah, he couldn't do it again, 
could he? 
He began downf ield only to en- 
ter severe congestion. Suddenly, 
with a quick juke, he was outside 
and in a clearing. He began chew- 
ing up yards as well as defenders 
with a zig-zagging jaunt down the 
right sideline. He had just one 
man to beat. 
Nah, he isn't doing it again, is 
Classifieds 
he? 
As the lone remaining Steeler 
grasped at nothing but air, Met- 
calf was in the end zone and the 
Browns were winning The Game 
Bedlam immediately set in as 
beer, high fives, even bodies 
were being thrown around like 
rag dolls in celebration. 
Just one more defensive stand 
and the game was over. 
Pittsburgh received the ball 
and began to drive. Heartbeats  - 
quickened and pulses rose in un-    - 
believing fear. Fingers crossed 
in unison as Dwight Stone caught 
a pass near the SO yard line. 
Fumble! 
Stevon Moore stuck Stone with 
a solid hit, the ball came loose, 
and Mike Caldwell sealed the vic- 
tory by recovering. 
Bedlam all over again. 
. After Kosar knelt on the ball, 
the clock wound down to zero,       1 
and the Pound fans offered their' • 
condolences to both the Steeler   ■ 
team and their faithful. Good 
riddance 
For nearly thirty minutes, fan* 
cheered, danced and re- 
membered. 
Remembered what Moore 
called "one of the prettiest things 
I've ever seen." 
Remembered Metcalf's own 
dance right into history. 
Remembered how sweet the 
taste of victory over the Steelers, 
is. 
Russ Eckard is a sports col- 
umnist for The News. 
The BG News 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
* Islam Awareness Week Oci 25-31 ' 
Fact of the day: Noi all Arabs are Muslims, nor 
are all Muslims Arabs In fact less than 15% of 
tho Muslims are Arabs 
• SPORT MANAGEMENT ALLIANCE * 
Meeting Thursday, 10/28, 7:30 pm 
Ta ft Room (3rd floor Union) 
Quest apeaker: John Wharton, 
Athletic Therapist lorIhe 
Detroit Red Wings 
' IT'S NEVE R TOO LATE TO JOIN ■ 
SMA'SMA•SMA■SMA * SMA■SMA 
' WE CARE'WE CARE* 
Orientation Leader applications are due TO- 
DAY in 405 Student Services, by 5 p.m. 
'WE CARE'WE CARE' 
•NFMA* 
PUMPKINCARVING/PIZZA PARTY 
Tonight. Oct. 27.8.30, AHE Gallena 
Prizes awarded for best carving. 
•NFMA' 
Attention WBGU-FM staff, trainees included: 
There-will be a mandatory staff meeting on 
Tues. Nov 2 at 9 pm in i2i West Hall. Be 
there! Il will be lots of tun. 
CONCERT FOR PARENTS' WEEKEND 
Take the folks to Anderson Arena on Novem- 
ber 6. for an evening with the legendary trio ol 
Peter. Paul and Mary. Tickets are available in 
the UAO office on the third floor ol the Universi- 
ty Union. 
Criminal Justice Organization 
Meetng Tonight 
Speaker: Toledo Police Academy 
ELECTIONS'' I 
Inlo about Toledo Ride Alongs 
Everyone is welcome' 
9 00pm'307Hanna 
C JO' CJO' CJO' CJO 
BETA ALPHA PSI food dr.ve for the Salvation 
Army. Look for us in your neighborhood or ai 
Churchill's grocery store Oct 30th. 
CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION'S 9th One Love 
Reggae Party is at 9 pm. Sat. Oct 30. Umon 
Ballroom with the ARK BAND Oneness and 
Irwty. 
CKI-CKI-CKI-CKI 
Meeting tomghi al 9:00 
in the Ohio Suite of the Uncn 
Everyone is welcome 
Circle K International 
COLLEGIATE 4-H MEETING 
TOMQHTH. 
8:30pm "115 EDUC. BLDG. 
Japanese Club 
We will be having a meeting tonight at 8:30 in 
the Kiroko Nakamoto room on the 11 th floor of 
Offenhauer  West.  Tonight*  theme  is  IKE- 
BANA. Japanes flower arranging. This is a new 
activity for the dub, and we are fortunate to 
have Mrs   Akiko, Jones' sister.  Mrs.  Yuko 
Maekawa, teach us this beautiful art. Mrs. 
Mackawa is  a certified  ikebana  teacher  in 
Japan. Tonight's meeting will be very exciting 
and since Mrs Mackawa is visiting from Japan. 
she would love to see a big turnout! 
?s, call Chris at 353-4113. 
Hope to see you there! 
DESPERATE REMEDIES 
A poetry reading by three survivors 
of childhood physical, sexual, and 
emotional abuse. Open reading on 
domestic violence issues following. 
TONIGHT 9 PM 
UCF Center (corner of Thurslin/Ridge}. 
Sponsored by: 
PEACE COALITION 
UESTIC    VIOLENCE    AWARENESS 
MONTH 
OCTOBE R 27 at 7:30 pm 
m the Alumni Room (Union) 
Discuss same-sex relationships: 
problems, questions, myths & lacts 
Sponsored by Women for Women 
For more info call 372-2281 
BATTERERS NOT WELCOME! 
Friends ol the Deaf 
Meeting Wed. Oct. 27 
9p.m. 351 Ed. 
E veryone Welcome I 
HAPPY HOURS!!! 
O.S.EA is sponsoring happy hours this Fri- 
day, Oct. 29 at MT Muggs from 5-8 pm. Hope 
:o see everyone there I 
LAGA -LAGA- LAGA 
Meeting for lesbian, gay and bisexual mem- 
bers ol the community. Every Thursday at UC- 
Fon the corner of Thurstm and Ridge 
Muslims m America From Slavery to the 
Present- an African Amencan Perspective 
Thurs. Oct 28,800 pm in BA 110 
Sponsored by the Muslim Student's Assoc 
& the Ethnic Studies Dept. 
Omega Forum 
"Gays in the Greek Community" 
How would YOU react? 
Come share the expenences of others. 
Thursday, 10/26,9 pm, Univ. Union 
Omega Forum 
PJULT.Y. 
Promoting Awareness and 
Responsibility Towards Yourself 
Meeting tonight at 9:00 
2nd floor Student Services 
?s. 2-2130 
PARENTS' WEEKEND CONCERT 
Take the folks to Anderson Arena on Novem- 
ber 6, for an evening with the legendary trio of 
Peter, Paul and Mary. Tickets are still available 
in the UAO office on the third floor o! the Uni- 
versity Union 
Having »ouble planning Fundraisers? 
Please attend the Fundraismg Workshop on 
Wednesday. November 3rd at 7:00 p.m. in me 
Alumni Room of the University Union This 
workshop is sponsored by the SAO Office and 
the SOLD Organization. For reservations call 
the SAO Office at 372-2843 
continued on p. 10 
BG REPUBLICANS 
New Ideas - Vigorous Leadership 
McGEEIN 
AT-LARGE 
JOHN 
MILLER 
AT - LARGE 
SHANE 
OSTROWSKI 
SECOND WARD 
STU 
STEARNS 
FOURTH WARD 
Pod (of by rt» BG R^-UKOH Cl J>. Tim W fco-«, Trwt . 322 W Mw-y Si. Bo-Iog G<w. OH 43*)? 
aaaQaLTa aaaatu 
aaflairejana 
FREE demonstration of T'ai 
;Chi  Ch'uan Dy Walter J. Lubeckl. Jr., 
Director of a Psychiatric and Chemical Depen- 
dency Service In Columbus, Ohio  He Is the thej 
co-owner of a Martial Arts institute and isa_ ' 
third degree Black Sash In Chinese Kung Fu 
Come out and join us to learn 
more about the Chinese balance 
between mind and body and how it 
can help   vou reduce stress/// 
-Sponsored by BGSU Student WELLness Center ud 
' Univerjiiy Activities Organization (UAO). 
Have you ewe' driven under the influence 
ol alcohol ? Have you ever been in the car 
ol someone who was drinking and driving? 
Come 10 a Liability Program with up to 
dale information onDRUNK DRIVING. 
Monday, November 1 al 9 pm 
in the lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Everyone is welcome to attend'! 
HOTTOPICS FOR THE REAL WORLD 
A luncheon seminar on 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY 
Friday, October 29,12:30-2:30 pm 
University Union, Town Room 
Applications available at 
3019 Business Administration 
Deadline to register Is Oct. 26th 
ALL STUDENTS a FACULTY ARE 
WELCOME TO ATTEND 
CCfckT 248 1/2 S. Main 352-8578 
Keep your bike out of the Cold this Winter! 
Bike Storage Available 
Winter Storage - $15.00 
Winter Storage plus Tune - Up - $40.00 
Winter Storage plus Overhaul - $ 100.00 
Something new at Kinko's... 
IBM® PS/2® has just arrived! 
You'll find something new at Kinko's... powerful IBM PS/2 
self-serve computers. And whether you need to use them for an 
hour or a day, you'll find all the tools you need in our comfortable 
work area, including printers and a selection of leading software. 
$2 OFF PER HOUR IBM PS/2 RENTAL 
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and save $2 per hour on in-store, 
self-service IBM PS/2 computer rental time. Not valid with other offers. 
One coupon per customer. Good through November 30.1993. 
kinko's 
Your branch office 
Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week. 
(Behind Myles Pizza) • 115 Railroad St. • 354-3977 
~l 
,_l 
' 
I > 
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PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS 
You are all eligible to receive a Pr* Eta Sigma 
Fall Book Scholarship' Applications are availa- 
ble outside 3t0 BA starting Ocl. 27" Schol- 
arships are quo Nov. 191 
Reach Out 
Come lo tin week's meeting and help us plan 
tor the Halloween Party al Martha's Kitchen. 
BowUng Green's only soup kitchen. Tonight 
900 pm 1010BA 
U.D.A. MEMBERS   DON'T FORGET""!" 
GEN.MTG    900PM-206EPPLERN 
UNIVERSITY DANCE ALLIANCE!!!! 
Visit the largest mosque in Nwth America 
FREE III Weds. Oct. 27 at 5 30 To sign up cat 
352 0091 Sponsored by Muslim Student's As- 
sooation. pa'l ol Islam Awareness Week '93. 
W.S.A. 
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY!!) 
Sat, Oct. 30th • 8 pm - Midnight 
DANCE, SNACKS & PRIZES 
11th Floor Otf enhauer West 
WOMEN'S REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS 
ORGANIZATION 
Meets tonight) 
9 00pm . UCF Center 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Need your home, apartment or office cleaned? 
Reasonable rates. References Dependable 
and trustworthy 354-0602.  
PREGNANT? 
We can help. FREE & CONFOENTIAL preg- 
nancy tests, support A information. BG Preg- 
nancy Center Call 354-HOPE 
Royal Cleaning Services lor your home. 
Thorough, reliable, experienced & insured 
Free estimates 353-2008 
PERSONALS 
-PARENTS WEEKEND 
FRATERNITIES 
SORORITIES 
Semi-pnvate banquet room available 
Parent's weekend - Friday. Saturday 
or Sunday. Call Quarter's Bar & Grill 
352-8228 lor information & reservations. 
""GAMMA PHI BETA**' 
The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like lo 
lhank the men that participated in tie PACE. 
Program Sunday night 
Jeff Liggitt 
Mark DeChant 
Jason Jackson 
jVn Knauer and 
Mark Marshalek 
Also, thanks to AGO and AZD lor joining us 
Hope you had fun. 
••■GAMMAPHIBETA"" 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
LILS CHRIS A . HEATHER W . & JENN L. 
Sunday we'll have a blast 
Because you'll meet us at last. 
We love our littles' 
Zeta Kappa love and ours. 
Your Bigs ? 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
Announcing an Outstanding Leadership oppor 
tunityi Develop strong communicaDon, inter- 
personal, and facilitating skills as a University 
Success Course facilitator Applications are 
available in the SAO office. 405 Student Ser- 
vices Application deadline. Nov. 5ti by 5O0 
p.. All freshmen, sophomores, juniors and re- 
turning seniors are eligible witn a 2.5 cumula- 
tiveG.P A  
Biggest BooAO celebration ever* 
Friday. October 29,1993 
From 6:00 to 11 00 pm 
" Pumpkin Carving * 
'Costume Contests' 
' Haunted House' 
' Mystics" 
•BooAO Movies' 
Prizes' Money' Pnzesl Money' 
Watch BG News lor more into 
or call the info line: 372-7164 
Sponsored by U A O 
BOWLING GREEN REPUBLICANS 
New Ideas • Vigorous Leadership 
A wise choice for students 
Pd. for by BG Rep. Club 
T W. Brown. Treas 322 W Merry. BG 
C.I.L.O. 
Coping with Illnesses ol Loved Ones 
A comlortable meeting place lor you as a friend 
or relative of someone with a chronic or poten- 
tially terminal illness We are not a counseling 
group but we want to bring people together that 
have simitar expenences to offer support. 
MTMUGGS 
presents 
Night of Fright 
Come as your favorite BG cetebmy 
or come as your lavontecelebnry 
or come as you are, but 
COME TO MTMUGGS 
Friday. Oct 29 
Giveaways, music & lights provided by 
Rock Solid WFAL Cable 14 680 AM 
Chinese Moving Meditation 
Participate in T'ai Chi Chu'uan. 
Join us to learn more about the Chinese 
study ol balance between mind and body. 
Wednesday, October 27,3 30 pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Sponsored by The WELL A UAO 
Clarence Darrow is coming - Monday. Nov. I, 
7:30 p.m., Prout Chapel. Public invited. Spon- 
sored by the University Honors Program 
DG'DTD'DG 
WEEKS, WEISENBACH, COACH, TR, 
M ARIOTTI. CHEECH, RON AND FRAN 
Thanks for making Casino great1 
We had a good time playing with you. 
Love, Your DG dates 
DG ' DTD * DG 
STUDENT TRAVEL 
1800-7770112 
THE WORLD'S LARGEST STUDENT £ 
YOUTH TRAVFI ORGANIZATION 
)U\ 
ST A TRAVEL 
Running on 
Empty? 
Short on time? 
Check out the new 
specials priced at 
$2.99 & $3.99 
AVAILABLE AT 
COMMONS   HARSWMAN 
MCDONALD KREISCWER 
CENTER FOR CHOICE II 
Confidential Health Care For Women 
• Student fee 
• Abortion through 
20 weeks 
• Morning after 
treatment 
• Caring friend or 
relative allowed 
for persona] 
support 
16 N.Huron 
Toledo, OH 43604 
1-800-589-6005 
B.G. J.C.'s — K100 
HAUNTED HOUSE 
Nights Open: 
Friday, October 22 
Saturday, October 23 
Wednesday, October 27 » 
Thursday, October 28      \ (College Nighlt) 
Friday, October 29 ■» 
(K10O/W7OD Night) 
Saturday, October 30 
COST: $2.50 
per person 
Wood County 
Fairgrounds 
Annex Building 
Open: 7-11 p.m. 
Every Night 
Free van rides from lot 17 (south side of Union) on 
Wed 27 & Thurs 28 every half hour Axn Ain 
DO YOU REALIZE WHAT TOOAV IS?? 
It's the last day (or you lo buy 
BOO-GRAMS!"! 
Hurry to the Math-Science or Education build- 
ings t»twwn 10am & 4pm TODAY   they're 
INEXPENSIVE & a great way lo wish someone 
a Happy Halloween l 
Brought lo you by Alpha Lambda Delia 
FALCON HOCKEY ACTION! 
Fn - Michigan, Sal    WMU 
Gel your ticket today I 
FrTNESS EQUIPMENT EXPO 
Studanl Racrsatlon Center 
October 25-29.1993 
Come iry the latest in exercise equipment- 
Graviton 
Wind Racer 
Vertical Press 
ClimbMai 
TreadmiB 
Drop in, try it & register to win prizes11 
'During SRC open houtV 
Flaming Rasin Baits 
at Howard's. Wed. Oct 27th 
A gooey treat, entertainment that's cheap! 
G PHI B ' NEW MEMBERS * G PHI B 
Hey, Fall Pledges' Gel excited tor Initiation - 
i only 5 more days) Keep up the good work! 
Love in TTKE. The Actives 
P.S. When are you pamttng the rock? 
G PHI B ' NEW MEMBERS * G PHI B 
Gamma Phi 'Gamma Phi * Gamma Phi 
The &sters ol Gamma Phi Beta would like to 
congratulate Jen Harndan and Wendy Taylor 
tor doing a great job organizing the Gamma 
Phi Beta Leadership Conference this past 
Saturday, Bridget Shannon for an excellent 
etton with Musical Madness Sunday, and 
Mindy Schmidt lor putting together an awe- 
some PACE. Program Sunday night. At 
lasl,"Holy Gamma Phi Beta Weekend" is 
over' 
Love, Your Sisters 
Gamma Phi Beta' Gamma Pht Beta 
Leadership Conference 
The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta woukl like to 
personally lhank all of those who spoke at our 
area Leadership Conference Saturday 
Andrsa Gaspardino' Janlne Coppola 
Kelly Llndsley * Cindy Far rail 
Stevs Rupprscht * Mary Beth Holzbach 
Julie Murray * Jeftery Liggett 
Sally Andrews' Nicole Kemock 
Sandy Burba * Christ) Yokajiy 
And a special thanks lo Camilla Cestone our 
Keynote Speaker on Lifetime Committment. 
Thanks agam, 
The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta 
Gamma Phi' Musical Madness' TKE 
Congratulations to the winners of 
Musical Madness 1993! 
Phi Kappa Psl - Fraternity Division 
Sigma Kappa - Sorority Division 
Pi Bets Phi-Spirit Award 
TKE * Musical Madness' Gamma Phi 
Happy 20th TRACY WEINBERGER'Today be- 
longs to you buddy - so live it up and celebrate' 
Was uh? You're the best and I love you like 
Hannah's aerobics toe in Africa1 (HA) 
Love. Claudia 
HOME FALCON HOCKEY! 
Fn. - Michigan. Sat. - WMU 
Get your ticket todayi 
International Business Association 
MARILYN MONROE will speak on 
Wednesday. October 27,8:00. BA 111 
All majors welcome! 
Marilyn Monroe Is coming! 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: Coed WaHybal 
• Nov. 2; Men's Sgls. Racquetball • Nov 9 All 
entries due by 4 00 P M on due date.  
ITS COMING OCT. 30 
Country & Rock A Roll Jamboree * 8 BANDS 
Look lor details on Thurs. & Friday. 
KLEISMITKOUNTDOWN 
•6 days" 
1 si Ward City Council Candidate Todd Kleismit 
would liko to remind voters that Nov. 2nd is 
only 6 days away. Vote for the candidate that 
will bring the people of Bowling Green together 
- Todd Kleismit •• and represent your concerns 
at the oty level 
' 6 days" 
KLEISMITKOUNTDOWN 
This is a paid political advertisement. 
MAKE MOM &OAD*SDAYI 
Invite them to campus for a good time' 
Saturday, November 6 
Falcon Football vs. Kent. 1 30 pm 
INTRAMURAL INTRAMURAL ADVISORY 
BOARD APPLICATIONS ARE AVAIABLE IN 
130 FIELD HOUSE IF YOU ARE INTER 
ESTED IN BEING IN ON THE PLANNING 
AND PROGRAMMING OF INTRAMURALS 
PICK UP AN APPLICATION AND RETURN 
TO THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE BY Novem 
ber 10 
Mark Hutchms - Acoustic, 9 30 pm 
Campus Polfyeyes 
440 E. Court "•352-9638 
Omega Forum 
"Gays «n the Greek Community- 
How would YOU react? 
Come share the expenences ol others. 
Thursday. 10/28.9 pm. Univ. Union 
Order Forum 
Phi Delta Theia * Alpha Gamma Delta 
The Brothers of Phi Delia Theia congratulate 
Earl Stark on his engagement to AGO Alum, 
Jen Meuner. We wish you the best' 
Pru Delta Theta' Alpha Gamma Delta 
Phi Delta Theta ■ Phi Delta Theta 
The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta 
wish to congratulate Brothers 
Jeff Feider and Dough Elgm 
for wmnning the all-campus 
Intramural Golf. 
Phi Delta Theta' Phi Delta Theta 
Rush Group V3 Reunion 
Meel at the McDonald's on Woosler St. at 
8 pm on Wed Oct. 27 Hope to see you therel 
Skiers' Toledo Ski Club's Swap Shop sale is 
Sunday, 11/7/93. at Si. Clement Hall. 3030 
Tremainsvtlle Road (between Laskey and 
Alexis). Toledo Anyone can register to sell 
good used ski equipment and clothing from 10 
am to i pm for a S 50 per item registration fee 
From 3pm to 6 pm, anyone can shop and buy 
skis, boots, poles, bindings, ski racks, 
sweaters, gloves, hats A jackets There's a $i 
admissions fee to the sale All sales are CASH 
ONLY. For info, call Gigi at 472-3977.  
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MAN- 
AGEMENT 
MANDATORY HAPPY HOURS-THURSDAY 
4-6M.T.MUGGS 
SEE YOU THERE" 
Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise $279! 6 
Days* Includes 12 Meals A All Taxes' This is a 
HUGE Party! Great Beaches A Nightlife' Hurryl 
Pnces Increase 12/1011-800-678-6386. 
Toledo company Is seeking Accounting, 
Computer Science and Marketing majors 
tor Spring co-op positions. Excellent pay!! 
Stop by 238 Admin, or call 372-2451. EARN 
WHILE YOU LEARN WITH A CO-OP. 
Tuesday-Wednssday, 10/26 4 10/27 
10-2. Visit the Union Energizing 
display. Receive free relaxation tips. 
Register lo win a free stress-o-lantern. 
Enter the ultimate frisbee throw1 
Sponsored by the Well. 
Wanted to buy 3 tickets to Chieftans concert 
Dec 10. Please call collect. 616-329-1493. as 
lor Harvey or Karen 
WELL GALA 
Take a stress break. 
Visit The Well. 
Tuesday through Thursday 
I0amto5pm. 
FREE TOUR 
FREE GIFT PACKS 
FREE WELL/STRESS ASSESSMENTS 
What do you want? JOBS' 
How do you get jobs? EXPERIENCE* 
How do you get expenenos? 
•" THE UAA EXTERN EXPERIENCE — 
Pick up info applications at: 
The Miieti Alumni Center, Career Planning A 
Placement Services A 371 BA. 
When Clarence Darrow defended John 
Scopes for teaching Darwin's "Ongin of Spe- 
cies", he publicalfy championed the tst 
Amendment over Crvistianiry Come hear and 
meet Clarence Darrow--the "man of law" will 
reveal the man of faith. Monday, Nov. 1. 730 
p m . Prout Chapel, sponsored by the Universi- 
ty Honors Program. All welcome. 
"Don't Follow the Leader. Become One'" 
Apply today for University Ambassadors 
Applications available m 405 Student 
Services or the Alumni Center- Due Nov 10 
WANTED 
T-SHIRTS! 
Great Selection $8.95-$14.95 
• EARTH SHIRTS from Project E 
• LAKE SREET Press 
• Huge Group of HalloweenT-Shirts 
(minimalist costuming) 
-Your Choice $8.95- 
Halloween Grab Bags 
Great Goodies - $1.00 each 
PILLS   N'PACKAGES FAMILY PHARMACY 
Behino 
Hardbod/s GYM 352-1693 
Free Delivery in 
Bowling Green 
1 female sublease' needed lor Spring 94 670 
Frazee   Ave    Own   room   •   SlQO/mo *ulil 
Please call Shawn al 353-2134. 
1 roomale lor Spring 1994 Semester 
$195. mo plus utilities CallJulie 
at 353 2028 
2 suDioasers lor Spring Semester 
Nice place. Si6S/mo. plus util. 
Own room. 353-8207. 
Female roommate needed lor Spring Semes- 
ter. Low rent 850 Scott Hamilton Please call 
3545512 
HELPH 1 or 2 female subleasers needed lo 
rent lor Spring 94 Apl. close 10 campus. Call 
354 720? j..-,s,c.-i. S-awn.orMelanio.  
WANTED   I MALE ROOMATE FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER   $155/MONTH   E    REED  ST 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
354-7409 
HELP WANTED 
— FREE TRIPS 4CASHI "• 
Call us and find out how 100s ol students 
are already earning FREE TRIPS and 
LOTS OF CASH with America's m Spring 
Break company! Cancun. Bahamas. 
Jamaica. Panama, Daytona or Padrel 
Call now' Take A Break Student Travel 
(800) 328 SAVE or (617) 4248222 
AA CRUISE 4 TRAVEL JOBS EARN 
S2500/MO 5 TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEl 
(CARIBBEAN. EUROPE. HAWAII. ASlAi) 
CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING FOR BUSY 
HOLIDAY. SPRING AND SUMMER 
SEASONS GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT! 
CALL 1919) 929-4398 eit 83.  
Accepting Applications for wait person. Must 
be here year-round. Apply m person al Kauf- 
man's downtown between 2-4  
Ann: Business Related Students. TASP' Inter- 
national Is now hiring highly motivated students 
to fill management positions in your home 
town, nem summer. Earn S7.000-S8.000 while 
building your resume, gaming crucial expert- 
ence. and gaming an internship. Positions are 
open across Ohio, particularly in Sylvanla, 
Maumee, Mansfield, Lima, Flndlay and the 
Cleveland suburba Pos: on are rilled on a 
first come, first qualified basis. For more mlor- 
malion.call 1-800 543-3792  
Bartenders/Waitresses wanted. George's 
Restaurant in Findlay, OH (20 min from BG). 
431 E Mam Cross. Finfllay. 4^2-4200  
BG Ribs & Steaks al the Days Inn is looking lor 
a banquet set up person & dishwasher Flexi- 
ble hours. Apply at front desk 1550 E Woos- 
ler, BG. 11-4  
Construction Career Opportunities - Estab- 
lished contractor has openings lor: High Vol- 
tage Linecrew, Electricians. Laborers, and 
General Construction 
Excellent benefits include competitive salary. 
medicaLrhospitalization, life insurance, paid 
vacations, and holidays. 40l(k). and more 
II you are ready 'or hard work, high perform- 
ance standards, and have a good driving re- 
cord, apply at Vaughn Industnes. 1201 E. Find- 
laySl .Carey.OH 43316  
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up 10 
S2 000..month • world travel. Summer and 
Career employment available No experience 
necessary. For more information call 
1-206-634 0468exl C5544  
Delivery person with own vehicle. Local olfice 
product deliveries. SS.OOmr. • mileage. Call 
Eric at 354-2110.10 Noon daily.  
FRATSI SORORITIES! 
STUDENT GROUPSI 
Raise as Much as You 
Want In One Weekl 
$100.. $600   $15001 
Market Applications lor the 
honest credit card ever - 
NEW GM MASTERCARD. 
Users earn BIG DISCOUNTSon 
GM CARSI Qualify lor FREE T- 
SHIRTi'MCMCJIMMY. 
Call 1-800-950-1039. ext. 75. 
FREE TRIPS AND MONEYIIIndividuals and 
Student Organizations wantod to promote rhe 
Honest Spring Break Destination, call the na- 
tion's leader. Inter-Campus Programs 
l 800327-6013 
Get Ahead with Experience! 
II you are interested m finding 
a job in the Advertising/Marketing field 
-GOOOLUCK WITHOUT EXPERIENCEI- 
(Bul you can gain valuable experience 
at The BG News)Tho BG News has 3 
Account Executive positions available 
next semester and several position 
lor next year in the 
Advertising Department. 
We are looking for 
ENTHUSIASTIC, DEDICATED, EAGER 
Individuals who want to GET AHEAD! 
Call 372-2606 lor dalallsl 
* Attention * 
c All education Majorsl J 
J OSEA Slate Conference In J 
* Columbus on Saturday J 
{November 6, I 993 I 
10AM until 4:30PM * 
* Cost for OSEA members is * 
JJ $5.00. Cost for non-members* 
* is $10.00 * 
j, Pick up registration forms J 
-ft  outside of 410 Education. + 
+ Any questions??? * 
* Call Angie Smith 6 + 
* 354-6801 * 
J Deadline is Monday 
J November 1,1993 J 
+ * 
**************** 
H«lp Wanted; 10-40 hours-wit . flexible 
schedule.    Openings    throughout   Ohio 
$9 00vsTart.ngpay 866-1726  
Looking tor someone to type papers (Spanish) 
Yvette 372-2736 (leave message) 
Now auditioning dancers tor Toledo's premiere 
gentlemen's show club. Deja Vu 531 0329. Be 
acuiaQovo' _______ 
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
Are you looking (or part-lime employment ol 15 
hours plus per week wiinm walking distance to 
BGSU campus? Interfiled m working various 
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc? 
Rate ol pay is t* 25 per hour Apply in person 
between the hours ol 900am and 5:00pm 
(Mon-Pri) at Advanced Specialty Products. 
Inc 428 dough St BG. OH 43402. 
Recreation Specialist - to plan and implement 
recreation programs 'or sonousiy. emotionally 
disturbed youth in residential and day treat- 
ment setting Knowledge ol therapuiic recrea- 
tion and behavioral principles. Bachelore de- 
gree required Salary range from 
$16,000-25.000 Send resume 10 CRC. P.O. 
Box 738. Bowling Green. OH 43402 
TRAVEL SALES' Sunchase Ski & Beach 
Breaks is accepting applications tor Spring 
Break Campus Reps. Earn top $$$ and 
FREE TRIPS. 1-800-9UNCHASE.  
Upholstery assembly 
Part-time & lull-tune 
Call 352 6919 
Wnoow   washer.   No   previous   experience 
necessary. 15-20 hours/week. Call 352-5335. 
FOR SALE 
01 Awaaoma Spring Brtaksl Plan Early - 
g Sava $50 ft Gel Bast Rooms! Pricaa in- 
crease 11/151 Bahamas Cruise 6 daya with 
12 meals S279I Panama City Room w/ 
kitchen SI 29! Cancun Irom Columbus $439. 
Jamaica $459, Padre $199. Key West $239, 
Daytona kitchens SI49! 1-800-676-6396. 
78 Monte Carlo. V-e, low mites (PS.PBI. good 
co-i-l :o- f.-,   .i!..- j?000 354-1015  
(4) 1 mb Mac SIMMS. $35 each, or $110 for all. 
Also. Hard Disk Toolkit PE software, sill m 
shnnk wrap. $30 Call Bill 352-7411. 
19S4 ViV diesei. $950 Low mileage. 
Malo nugget diamond ring $350 
Call 372-2393 
2 tickets for Nirvana. October 29 in Detroit. $15 
apece Eve 354-0796 (ask lor Mickyl  
FOR SALE 
1983 CHEW CELEBRITY GOOD RUNNING 
WINTER RAT PRICEDTOSELl. 
CALL 352-6562 
FOR SALE: 
MacPlus ft 20 meg. external hard drive. 
$400 352-2577. 
Toyota Corona 80 
5spd.A/C.$550 
353-2445 
FOR RENT 
1 ft 2 bdrm apis, available now and Spring 
semester. Wmthtop Terrace Apis. 352-913S. 
1 bedroom apl   Immediate occupancy. Pels 
am alp*.-,: :/,.-■ i:d0i.  
1 bedroom apt  close to campus. Avail. Jan. 
I SI.'04   S?75a'usu»l   1 893-1277  
For Rent 
Duplex, adjacent to campus. 
352 0000 
HOUSES AVAILABLE lor rent in November 
and December. Slop by lor a brochure at New- 
love Rentals. 328 S. Mam (our only office). 
352 5620  
Now renting 2 ft 3 Bedroom apartments Rent 
starta at $399 $455 Central AC. carpeted: 
appiiancos included. Applicants must be in- 
come qualified Firs! months rent free to all 
qualified applicants. Handicap accessible 
units. For more information, please call Barb 
Bowling Green Estates 
352 5987 
Open House al Bowling Green Estates. 1072 
Fairview Ave on Saturday. Oct 23.1993 Irom 
11 -4 ft Sunday. Ocl 24. 1993 Irom 11-4. Firal 
month rent Iree lo all eligible applicants plus 
$100.00 cash if you can move in by 10-31-93. 
For more information please call Barb at 
352-5987  
Subleaser needed ASAP-apartment. Cambri- 
dge Commons #7 1 1/2 bath. 2 bdrm. 
$410'mo..elec 35 
Towers Burger 
Special 
Your choice of either 
Big Sky Burger or 
Mexicali Burger 
Tues., Wed., Thurs.: 
Oct. 26, 27 & 28 
Towers West 
Restaurant 
located in McDonald Dining 
Center 
Mon.-Fri. 4:30-6:30pm 
cash, laculty/statt charges & 
quantum 90 accounts accepted 
9 *» •    i ONE LOVE REGGAE 
PARTY 
SAT., OCTOBER 30, 1993 
9PM 
UNION BALLROOM 
featuring 
ITHE ARK BAND 
(Roots music...every time) 
- A Caribbean Association Event - 
Calling all commuters, 
intramural teams are now forming. 
Sign-up in the main office of the Off-Campus Student Center 
Sport Sign-up by 
Wallyball 
Racquclball 
Wtestling 
.VPtayer Basketball 
Track A Field 
Nov. I 
Nov. X 
Nov. 9 
Nov. 17 
Nov. .1(1 
Grab your gear and get involved! 

Fall Savings 
1—Look Inside For Savings from—l 
These Advertisers: 
Al-Mar Lanes page 11 
Barney's page 11 
BGNews pages 7 & 9 
Blue Ribbon page 3 
Casey's page 3 
Contact Lens Supply's page 11 
DiBenedetto's page 11 
Falcon House page 5 
Hair Unlimited page 7 
Klotz Flower Farm page 7 
Late Nite Video page 3 
Little Shop page 5 
Myles Pizza page 9 
Pisanello's page 5 
Pollyeyes page 7 
Rapid Print page 9 
Sockman Automotive page 5 
Stadium View Sunoco page 11 
Subway - Mall page 9 
Subway - S. Main page 3 
Tuxedo Junction page 9 
Wal-Mart page 5 
"» I I I I I     lilt     * t 
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHI^^IHHHHI ^^^;*i^iiii^^Me^i^'^^''^i!^^^^!i^^s'^^Sh jMcgBtmawa 
Fall Savings 
!99« FRESH ,   <n.y.r Ires..) Mad* to 
| Order 
1 /4 lb. Single Hamburgers 
I \&aasEvi 
—        expires 12/31/93 
Voted BG's 
BEST 
Gourmet Hand-dipped 
Yogurt 
Buy 1 - Get 1 
{B/jSSTb 
II     1        HUH I 
MAMMUXCLJtJ 
8 Flavors Daily 
expires 12/31/93 
354-5283 
• Video Delivery 
• Free Pick-Up 
- Late Nile Hours 
• 1/2 Price Late Fees 
99* Closing Special Rent any video at regular price, 
and receive second rental for 99( 
LATE N'TE VIDEO    --»««.. 
140E.WOOSTER   IBS 
354-5283 *» 
Defnnv 
0 
Rent any video at regular price, 
and receive second rental for99< 
LATE KITE VIDEO    «— *._ 
140 E. WOOSTER 
354-5283 
■ IMU». 
Rent any video at regular price, 
and receive second rental FREE 
LATE NITE VIDEO    **«*.•. 
140 E. WOOSTER   52 
354-5283 ««' 
.SUBWAY* 
828 South Main 
at Napoleon 
354-2608 
and 
524 East Wooster 
at Manville 
352-8500 
.SUBWAY* 
FREE SUB "i 
Buy any two subs and 
get the third sub of equal 
or lesser value FREE 
$1.00 OFF 
Any footlong sub or 501 off 
any 6"sub 
828
    *_in IIIH» t       5Z4 
S.Main M'IM"liig E.Wooster| 
I 
I 
I 
i S.ML GUD 
ii 
n 
II 
II 
FREE 6" SUB  I 
Buy any 6" sub and large 
drink and get a 6" sub of 
equal or lesser value FREE 
W'*"'E. Wooster I I S.Main v~* I ., ii»TE Wootlep | 
LOatovponpvUtii.Orl.reiUMOT 17/31/93 Onexovponpor -W OhV «*p.r« 12/31/93 0".<w«)-p"-W 0«K«C-« 17/31/93 
Not good with o»y ©*•• orle* M     I Not good wtfl onyolHer o'V M     ^ Not good -ifk o«y other oWW M 
■Vs.oo OFF! 
A party sub or party platter 
($27.00 minimum order 
Advance notice required) 
828 ennnno 524 
S. Mam E. Wooster 
•aataalj) 
99 i SUB   i 
Buy any footlong sub and 
large drink at regular price and | 
get one of egual or lesser 
I 
IFREE 4" ROUND! 
|   Buy any 4" round and a large 
drink and get one of equal or 
828 
value for 99c 
lesser value FREE 
524 
| s. Main QH3SEP E. Wooster | 
624 
E. Wooster 
O-e coupon par tfcfc 0*m *_)"• conpoi per ..ill iyner m^i •«   • i/jitrj w i» <VIT»«> t<— Han wiw ■_*•«■   ■■ ir * ■ i r*. 
V Not good with ony orW ohV ^P    ^L Not good —*> o«y ome» of*. ^# 
I,* anna 
O.coupo-p--.!  OV.«'« 17/31/93 
^^ haot good—ilfi o-vo*. oWe* 
Hill rTTTTTT 
T^Oper. I 
~      Rat. 9- 
Mon-Frl 9-8 
S 5 Sun. 12-5 
Your Assurrance o( Quality 
= BLUE RIBBON PHOTO = 
157 N. Main SI. 353-4244 
(Accost from Uptown) 
DPDDGUOIF 
11111111 lixn 
 i 
[ Extra Set of 
i Prints For $1 
For 3 x 5      ] 
PRINTS 
Valid On All In Lab IHr. | 
Procaaalng 
|  Gat tha second sat of prits lor $t whan the first set Is 
■ developed and printed at Blue Ribbon Photo Store. Good on 
■ 110,126,35mm, and disc film (C-41 process). Coupon must 
I accompany order. This coupon not valid with any other offer. 
_   One roll per coupon. 
I    BGN Coupon Expires 11/3/83 I 
f$3, $2, $1 OFF 
I Film Developing I I 
|  Good on 110, 126, 35mm, and disc film 9C-41 process).     ^> | 
I  Get $3 oil on 36 exp., $2 off on 24 exp., or $1 off on 12/15 exp.     i 
This coupon musl accompany order. This coupon not valid with    I 
I  any other offer. One roll per coupon. 
Valid on All In Lab IHr. Processing. 
I   BGN Coupon Expires 11/3/03 I 
COLOR REPRINT SPECIAL 
250 EACH UP TO 400 VALUE 
|SAVE 
iSAVE 
|SAVE 
I 
We'll make beautitul color reprinls Irom your 
negatives, minimum qty. (5) prints per order. No 
Limit. Not valid with any other oller.From Color 
C41 Process negatives only. Coupon must 
accompany order. STD. PRINTING 3'/2x5 I 
SIZE ONLY 
1  M«C   DIM   Chn*  PAIA*   D.ln 
I 
I 
I 
[4x6 Big Shot Color Prints! 1
        12 ?4 Ifi ■ 
I       PYR *99      PVP p99     CVD n99 I 
BGN Coupon Expires 11/3/93 
EXP.5as      EXP. 8      EXP. 11" 
See us lor available processing time. Good on 35mm 
C-41 process 4x6 color prints only COUPON MUST 
ACCOMPANY ORDER.This coupon not valid with 
any other offer, t roll per coupon.4x6 print not 
available In lhr.BG store only. 
Same day service. 
BGN      Coupon Expires 11/3/93 
Fall Savings 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
ICASETS at 
0RIC1NM 
^HAMBURGERS 1025 N. Main Street 
'WHERE  QUALITY  ORIGINATES" 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
LATE NITE VIDEO 
i l" I". WoosU-r -T)ELIVE 
See Reverse Side for Money Saving Coupon 
from the 
.SUBWAY* 
828 S. Main   &  524 E. Wooster 
354-2608 352-8500 
See Reverse Side for Money Saving Coupon 
from the 
BLUE RIBBON PHOTO 
'•■♦♦   »••   ♦« »♦   «♦« ♦»   ••■   *» *•    >*l *•   »•   k«t«   ».». •.».« «.•.   .».* ».».   .».» t " * ».«.   .*.* *.».   .».<r 1.1.   .».» *.».'   ▼,*   i.v * 
Fall Savings 
Pisanello's Pizza 
No one sells better Pizza for less! 
Open at 4:00 weekdays 
Open for lunch Frl ■ Sot - Sun 
Free Delivery 352-51661 
Bowling Green's MOST award winning pizza 
FALCON HOUSE 
SPORTING GOODS 
"Your Athletic Shoe and Sports Headquarters in BC." 
Ar^ $ 
Downtown Bowling Green 
123 S. Main St. (419)352-3610 
M-F 10-8: SAT 10-5:30; SUN 12-5 
Sockman's 
Automotive 
425 Grant St. 
(Across R.R. Tracks from Kinko's) 
Bowlins Green, Ohio 
352-3607 
$5.75 
Lorge One Item 
ii 
ii 
$4.75 
Medium One Item 
fcttro Items or Chlcogo Style SI 00 eoch _ _ Cxtra Items or Chlcogo Style S.7S eoch 
3S2-5166 352 5166 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
$3.50 
Smoll One Item 
fcttro Items or Chlcogo Style $.50 eoch 
PBBP 
352-5166 
olios FACC DCUVCAV 
Cipires  I1/50793 FACC DCIIVCAV FftCC DCUVCftV 
Expires  11/30/93 €«p«es  11/30/95 ■ „  
VGoodMon     Ihurs             One Coupon Per VnioM ^ood Mon     thuri 9C      One Coupon Oe, P^^ a^ocO Mon     thm 8G      One Coupon Per PiuoJ 
•— ■ -"""r■ \t —~ " ™"■> r■ """r,"   N FALCON HOUSE 
SPORTING GOODS 
$10.00 OFF 
any purchase over $30.00 
123 S. Main St Downtown B.G. 
352-3610 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
FALCON HOUSE 
SPORTING GOODS 
Free BGSU Imprint ■ 
with purchase of any sweatshirt   | 
from stock - M.00 value - no limit!   ■ 
FALCON HOUSE 
SPORTING GOODS 
Free skate sharpening 
if left overnight 
I Set us for ALL your Hockey equipment needs \ 
I    Including: Cooper, Dauer. Koho. naston.l 
Titan & Canadian * 
I123S. Main St. Downtown B.G.      I 
352-3610 ■ 
.   VlMor»,.«.<ou!X»i No. ..M Ml. oM. coupon, o. on        I   |    V.W ont, w» couporIIWvlHW«MCHWM<rai       |    |   V.M o~, »«. coupon »» .»M «ln o»» coupon, o. on        | 
I IWor<M«jil4«m Ca*w«<VMl2r24JB3 I    "■• * ***** **"•* CWpon «I*M 1 mtm ■   v*u. c* o-scour* rtanii Coupe* .ipinw 12/?*<ft> 
123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 
352-3610 
VBM on*» w* coupon Not vafcd with orh.r coupon* o 
Sockman's Automotive 
Safety Inspection - Lube, oil and filter for most American cars. 
$16-95 +tax 
Up to 5qt. of oil r
^ Expires 12/1/93 
(he little Shop 
372-2962 ... 
M-F 8:00-4:45 .. in the UNION I 
20% one sift item' 
off Expires 11/5/93 No other discounts apply 
WAUMART 
ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE 
SM flfoMfi; 
352-3776 
1120 S. Main St. 
Mon. • Sat. 7 a.m. - Midnight 
Sun. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. 
f~SAVE \r II II 
.Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Free . 
12 pack 
kpl.O>r Limit2 
Additional $2.50 
II 
II 
SAVE 
$2.00 off the 
everyday low price on 
any CD or cassette 
Limit 1 per coupon 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
SAVE 
$3.00 off the 
everyday low price on 
any video title over 
$10.00 Limit 1 L     i i l . **"» 1 P«r tuupun •""•w mum * 
Expires 10/31/93 J I Expires 10/31/93 i I Expires 10/31/93 1 
SAVE 
50% off the 
everyday low price on 
any mens or womens 
winter gloves or scarf 
Limit 1 per person 
SAVE 
$10.00 off any 
coat when you trade 
in your old coat. 
Your old coat will be given to 
I charity. Give old coat to greeter 
and receive discount at checkout 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
V Expires 10/31/93 M Van" receive i t t t ■  a Expires 10/31/93 
ONLY $1 
DOWN 
on any Layaway 
No Service Charge 
with this coupon only 
xpires 10/31/93 
Fall Savings 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
free Delivery QPISOOOIIO'S      NO One Sells B€TT€R Pizzo For less! 
Bowling Green's MOST Award Winning Pizzo      I     l2I xXX \/ since 1964 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
FALCON HOUSE 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
SOCKMAN AUTO 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
(he tittle ftiop 
See Reverse Side for Money Saving Coupon 
from the 
WAUMART ® 
ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE 
Fall Savings 
Jf „o„   |906 Napoleon Rd. 
-i-.    (at the end of S. College Dr.) 
,to       353-8381 
'    itiu  • IIOUKS 
All Major M-F    8-5:30 
Credit Cards g^-p      g_,j 
Accepted SUN   |2.4 
Campus 
Pollyeyes 
352-9638 
Free Delivery 
Yoar Neighborhood 
Pub & Eatery 
The BG News 
214 W. Hall 
372-2601 
...read consistently by 92% of the 
University population 
THE 
TANNING 
CENTER 
Your Tanning Professionals 
-Since 1980- 
rjrC/ CC      ■ ■ TROPICAL FOLIAGE 
ANY SIZE BAG OF 
POTTING SOIL 
PLANTS 
25% off 
YOUR CHOICE 
FREE I I |    Rose of the Month 
CLUB CARD 
I Come in each month with your card 
Lr-    A .u        ivi       _u     ,„ „»„     II II       and get a free single stem rose        I Good through November 30,1993   J I   Good through November 30,1993    II I 
"Any 2 Specialty Pizzas ! !   Combo Meals $3.50     » 
Choice of: 
Hawaiian, George, 
| Pollveves, Vegetarian, White 
Two 10"    $9.95 
Two 12"   $12.95 
LTwo 14"   $14.95 
expires 12/31/93 J I 
• 1/2 breadsticks/small salad/pop 
* any large salad/pop 
• any large sub/bag of chips 
(excluding roast beef) 
> 1/2 breadsticks/cup of soup/pop 
Large One Item Pizza 
& Qt. of Pop $6.00 
Choice of pan or thin 
Extra items $1.25 
352-9638 
expires 12/31/931 
I 
I 
I 
I 
U 352-9638 
P«inr*l expires 12/31/931 
FREE 
CLASSIFIED 
Buy two classified 
ads & get one FREE 
' Free Classified ad is due 3 
days prior to publication 
(3 line maximum) 
~\r 
Expires 11/30/93 
BUY ONE 
GET ONE 
FREE 
Save on Classified 
display ads. Choose 
between a 1x1(8 line 
maximum) or 1x2 box 
(16 line maximum) 
" Free classified ad is due 3 
days prior to publication 
Expires 11/30/93 
not valid with any other offer 
FREE 
CLASSIFIED 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
Buy two classified   I 
ads & get one FREEIJ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Free Classified ad is due 3 
days prior to publication 
(3 line maximum) 
I not valid with any other offerl I     no1 valid i,h anv 0,her oUer    J I not valid with any other offer ■ 
Expires 11/30/93 
not li  it   t r ff r. 
,m\f 
Customer Appreciation Day! 
FREE TAN 
one day only - Tuesday, November 2 
10 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Please call for appointment 
- no purchase necessary 
Thanks for voting us 
"Wood County's Best" 
Hair Unlimited location only 
248 N. Main 
354-1559 
THE TANNING CENTER 
30 day unlimited tanning 
, for $30 
248 N. Main 
354-1559 — 
I Offer ends Nov. 30 I 
I   UNLIMITED 
?48 N. Main 
N€*US 
$5.00 off on sculptured 
nails with this coupon 
354-1559 
Fall Savings 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
Klotz Flower Farm 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 352-9638    FREE DELIVERY 
Your neighborhood pub & eatery    • Daily buffets 
• Homemade soups 
• Import night every Wednesday I 
See Reverse Side for Money Saving Coupon 
from the 
BG NEWS 
3fa 
See Reverse Side for Money Saving Coupon 
from 
THE TANNING/    HAIR 
CENTER   /UNLIMITED 
  
—J 
Fall Savings 
300 E. WOOSTER 
and 
516 E. WOOSTER 
JPntYUB' PIZZA  DOIK.II 
w1/ Krrr •''■'' 
•i * •• ■ - 
"\t 
sny 14 InchpUf*      II     i**-'*^J(      I     i: n#**rwN i»^ 
»v»-y or pick up onlr I   4,      •     ' W,   C*a..^«r«. ,? ,«i   l»I 
Cannot be jsefl with any ofti of ^C 
MVI.KS' PIZZA  i)OU(;ii 
I        ♦      r \     j.   0»e'..r>-, 
iJL  ., 
Cannot De -seo * 
RAPID   *qS*ftNG 
® 
"More Than Just a Copy Shop" 
352-9118 
186 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green OH, 43402 
I 
I 
RESUME'S 
Impress that Employer w/ your 
"High Quality Resume" 
3®/0a© 
Includes: Typesetting, Linen paper, 
Quality 
Offset Printed, Not Photocopied 
I RED or BLUE Ink   1 
minimum 
quantity 
1000 copies 
of same 
exP. 11/30/93 original 
Large Vegitanan Selection 
Check out our dinner specials 
Happy Hour 3-7 Daily with wings 25c each 
110W. Main St.» Bowling Green • 352-9222 
LET'S DO LUNCH 
EXPRESS 
LUNCH 
Mon. - Fri. 
11 - 3 p.m. 
I   J2.95_ 
$1.00 Off (with coupon) 
LUNCH ENTREE 
Mon. - Fri. 
ifc- 
Not valid with Express Lunch or 
any olher special or coupon 
expires 11/30/93 
ir 
II 
ii 
ii 
11 
LET'S DO LUNCH 
EXPRESS 
LUNCH 
Mon. - Fri. 
11 - 3 p.m. 
$2.95 
$1.00   Off (with coupon) 
LUNCH ENTREE 
Mon. - Fri. 
Nol valid with Express Lunch or 
any other special or coupon 
expires 11/30/93 
♦SUBUJHV* 
Woodland 
Mall 
353-0204 
r 
i $1.00 Off 
A Footlong Sub 
or $.50 Off a 6" Sub 
with purchase of a medium drink. 
Limit 1 Coupon per customer 
Woodland Mall Subway Only 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
• NOW OFFERING 
Daily Lunch Specials 
Monday through Friday 
Come in and check them out 
Woodland Mall Subway 
II 
II 
II 
II 
Buy A 6 Inch Sub, 
Get One Free. 
with purchase of a medium drink. 
Limit 1 Coupon per customer. 
| Woodland Mall Subway Only | 
exp. 12/31/93 -   nuuui iru m n o u win    . OO l  ll BX Z/ I 8  
I exp. 12/31/93 II II I 
The BG News 
214 W. Hall 
372-2601 
...read consistently by 92% of the 
University population 
I 
I |l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
"\f 
$60 for 
COLOR 
Bring this coupon to 
The BG News office and 
receive color for only $60 
* Remember Color increases 
readability 40-60% 
Expires 11/30/93 
not valid with any other offer 
SAVE 
10-15-20% 
Save 10% on a display ad 
when it is 10" or less. Save 
15% on a display ad of 31" or 
less. Save 20% on a quarter 
page or larger. 
Expires 11/30/93 
not valid with any other offer 
tJLX 
Fall Savings 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
Rapid Printing 
186 S. Main 
LET'S DO LUNCH 
HON. Moin Si. • Bowling Green, OH • 352-9222 
Large Vegitarian selection 
Check Out Our Dinner Specials 
Happy Hour 3 - 7 Daily with 
Wings 25<t each 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
«SUBUJflV" 
See Reverse Side for Money Saving Coupon 
from the 
BG NEWS 
• 
Fall Savings 
jV-JKarLanes 
1010 N Main St. 
Bowling Green, Oh. 
352-4637 
IO»1Nor*Mo«.   996 Soo* Man 352-2430        352-0534 
l60]f.Woostar 352-3443 
JMb-i n<4T L0T1O ■JWLCM 
\n& 332-2993 
163 S.Main 
Bowling Green, OH 
Reservations Accepted 
Stadium View 
Sunoco 
1530E. Wooster 
J352-0387 
SUMOCO 
Diftcncdctto's 
352 - 4663 
FREE ALL DAY DELIVERY 
f "oNfrirlf" 
GAME 
I      With One Paid Game 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ONE FREE 
GAME 
With One Paid Game 
^f~VNE~riEE"^ 
GAME 
With One Paid Game     I I I | Al-MarLanes \ \ J/rMarLmes \ \ JJ-MarLanes j 
One coupon Per Person. One coupon Per Person. One coupon Per Person. 
1  FREE r i 
i 
J With The Rental Of Any 
I Movie, Nintendo, Super 
| Nintendo, Or Sega 
RENTAL 
\r 
ii 
n 
©!! 
$1.00 OFF 
FILL-UP © ,2-..© 
cup off coffee 
with this coupon 
Lfmgn With Coupon ASM*™ With Coupon ft— W',hC°^nc«, 
—«H» Expires 11/15/93J I     SHB Expires 12/1S/93J   V.T?-}",.    . ^^^™lJ 
Mid Range Or Premium 
(8 Gal. Minimum) 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
/ \r 
I FREE SALAD BAR | | ■ •■»■%■■-    ■* ■ IF ■    ■    ■ 
with purchase of 
dinner entree 
PRIME RIB 
DINNER 
-t«£ 2> WJMw |M|M Gnmt. OH JTmnaftont Aa*t»«t 
1/2 PRICE 
I with purchase of another dinner 
of equal or greater value 
•ntnomt «rap«M 
PEANUT RLTTER 
CREAM PIE 
$1.00 OFF 
Monday through Thursday 
:s#^ USMOHt ft—kngdiW   OH ton"1 
expire. 11/30/93 J   \. expires 11/30/93 J   V expire. 11/30/93 J 
RITE 
.AID. 
Av 
Rite/ 
ailable only 
lid Pharn 
a/ 
lacies 
$10.00 off 11 11 
your first pair of contact lens 
replacements at any Rite Aid 
$5.00 off 
your first 
disposable order 
Expires 12/31/93 !A. Expires 12/31/93 
1.UBE, OIL & FILTER^ * 
SPECIAL* 
ONLY 16.95 
Check & Adjust Fluid Levels 
•WASHER FLUID 
•POWER STEERING FLUID 
•BRAKE FLUID 
II II II II II 
TUNEUP SPECIAL* • "BRAKE SERVICE SPECIAL*; 
• H                t„Qr II                 ONLY 59.95                 I 4 cy maer 3> J^.yo . |. REPLACE FRONT OR REAR BRAKES I 
f 2g*£  | faH J- INSPECT BRAKE HOSES 
8<Jy"nd8r $3995 I  I- INSPECT CALIPERS 
INCLUDES: Analysis ol starling, charg- II* ADD FLUID AS NEEDED 
ing and engine system plus we set TIRE ROT ATI ON 
timing, install new spark plugs, adjust 
carburetor, lubricate, and adjust choke. II ONLY   $2.00 PER TIRE •  FL I |   o l on i . a a| i n x    . U T 3>Z.UU H I-.
I  Call lor an appointment       exp.12/31/93 I  I  Call lor an appointment     exp.12/31/93   I I Call lor an appointment      exp.12/31/93   I 
I Med. 1 Item PIZZQ   | |     11  inch Sub     11   2 Medium 1 Item 
w/ 2 free Pops      j j Horn, Soloml, Provoione j Pizzas 
Toppings Included 
;: $3.25 :: $6.95 i $5.50 I! ij
Lexp. 6/1/93 J I exp. 6/1/93 I I exp. 6/1/93 
■■■"   *■  mm  ■■■   MM   MM   MM   MM   W       ^   —I   MM   Ml   MM   MM  MM  MM  MM  m f      ^,  __  —M  MH   __   __   __ -X LLLLlllllllillrTfTiri •inTliTfTlTI ^^ ™r^ 
ilfllflBflW .WftlP Mfllllll' lllfl MJl'If-iWffff-lll-i ffl-tf fiTfT tf 
Fall Savings 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
JU-MarLanes 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
%wmma 
CONVENIENCE MART 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
*d/    ^Oowntown 
352-2593 
163 S.Main 
Bowling Green, OH 
Reservations Accepted 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
Rite Aid Pharmacies 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
Stadium View Sunoco 
See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons 
at 
Dibenedetto's 
—i 
